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ABSTRACT

AN ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE STUDY
OF VANADYL-LABELED CONALBUMIN
AND IRON TRANSFERRINS

by

JAMES DAVID CASEY JR.
University of N e w Hampshire,

Electron paramagnetic resonance

S e p t e m b e r ,.1979

(EPR)

and ultraviolet

difference spectroscopy of vanadyl conalbumin indicate a
b m d i n g capacity of two vanadyl ions, V O
molecule in the pH 8-11 range;

2+

, per protein

the binding capacity drops

in the pH 6-8 range and is associated with an apparent pK
6.6.

Iron-saturated conalbumin

a

=

(CA) does not bind vanadyl

ions, indicating common binding sites for iron and vanadium.
Ultraviolet difference spectroscopy indicates 2-3 tyrosines
are involved in the binding of each metal ion; pH titrations
are consistent with the release of 3 protons per vanadyl ion
bound by CA.
(c.a.

Room and liquid nitrogen temperature X-band

9.2 - 9.5 GHz)

EPR spectra show that the vanadyl ion

binds in three magnetically distinct environments

(A, B, and

C) which arise from metal site conformational states.
band

(c.a. 35 GHz)

Q-

EPR spectra resolve the spectral features

more clearly and show that two conformations
axially symmetric EPR parameters,

(A and B) have

and angles of non-coincidence

of 12° and 8° respectively between the z components of the
g and nuclear hyperfine tensors.

The third

(C) conformation

has rhombic EPR parameters and a 6° angle of non-coincidence.
These observations demonstrate that the metal sites are of
low symmetry.
The isotropic g and nuclear hyperfine tensor values
and the line widths used in computer-simulated EPR spectra
are consistent with four oxygen or three oxygen and one nitrogen donor atom binding equatorially to the VO

2+

group.

The

vanadyl ion binds to CA approximately twelve orders of m a g 
nitude more weakly than iron to human serum transferrin
(HST).

Bonding parameters indicate that the molecular orb i 

tals of vanadyl-CA are metallic in character.
The EPR studies demonstrate that at low levels of CA
saturation with Fe

3+

or VO

2+

, a pH-dependent preference of

the metal exists for different protein binding-site conforma
tions, A, B, and C.
VO

2+

, Fe

3+

The vanadyl ion EPR spectra of mixed

-conalbumin in which Fe

3+

is preferentially bound

to the N or C-terminal binding site are consistent with all
three conformations being formed at both metal sites.
absence of HCOg
conformation;
retained.

—

, VO

2+

In the

is bound almost exclusively in the B

a full binding capacity of 2 V O

Stoichiometric amounts of HCO^

spectrum from B to an A, B, C type.

2+

per CA is

convert the EPR

Addition of oxalate

converts it to an A ' , B, C * type where the B resonances have
lost intensity to the A' and C' resonances but have not
changed position.

The data suggests that conformation B is

xi

anion independent and that only one equivalent of binding
sites at pH 9 responds to the presence of H C O ^

or oxalate

by changing conformation but not metal binding capability.
The formation rate of the colored ferric conalbumin complex
. . .
2+
3+ .
by oxidizing Fe
to Fe
m

limited HCC>3

1-

at pH 9 is also

consistent with one equivalent of sites having different
anion requirements than the remaining sites.
NaClO^,

Increased NaCl,

or NaHCO^ concentration or substitution of D 2 O for

water as solvent affect the environment of bound VO

24-

, but

the mechanisms of action are unknown.
EPR spectroscopy of vanadyl rabbit serum transferrin
(RST) indicates a binding capacity of two VO
tein molecule at pH 9.5.

2+

ions per pro

Liquid nitrogen temperature X-band

and Q-band EPR spectra show that VO

2+

ion binds in three

magnetically distinct environments which apparently have
axially symmetric EP R parameters and are sensitive to N a C 1 0 4
concentration.
_3

Concentrated solutions

(>10

M) of iron-saturated

CA, RST, and HST, and an iron-binding protein fragment con
taining the C-terminal half of HST have detailed and distinc
tive,

low-temperature, Q-band spectra in a zero to 14,000

gauss scan range.

xii

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO TRANSFERRINS AND VANADYL ION

Transferrins are a class of homologous proteins found
in various fluids of vertebrates.

Serum transferrin plays

an important role in iron metabolism by transporting iron
from absorption and storage areas to sites where iron is u t i l 
ized
eggs,

(1).

Transferrins are also found in the white of avian

termed ovotransferrin,

and in mammalian milk,

lactotransferrin or lactoferrin.

termed

A possible function for

these transferrins is to provide a defense mechanism against
infection by denying iron, an essential nutrient,
organisms

to invading

(2).

Some aspects of transferrin chemistry are investigated
in this dissertation.

Human serum transferrin

transferrin from chicken eggs,

(HST) and o v o 

termed conalbumin

(CA), are

two proteins which have a number of similar properties
5) and some significant differences
ion, VO

2+

(6).

(3, 4,

Recently the vanadyl

, has been used successfully to study the metal and

anion binding characteristics of HST
prompting a VO

2+

(7, 8, 9, 10, 11,

12, 13),

probe study which is reported in Chapters II

and III and which comprises the major contribution of this
dissertation.
A preliminary investigation of the metal binding sites
of rabbit serum transferrin
presented in Chapter IV.

(RST) with the VO

Both apo-HST
1

2+

probe is

(14) and ferric RST

2

(15, 16) have been isolated as single crystals.

A compara

tive study of these two proteins by vanadyl ion EPR spec
troscopy would provide information which will complement the
future determinations of these structures by X-ray crystal
lography .
The VO
bound Fe
Fe

3+

2+

.

ion has been substituted for the naturally

ion in transferrins because the EPR signal of

3+

is broad and difficult to interpret.
However, at high
_3
concentrations (>10 M) of iron-saturated transferrin, the
ferric EPR spectrum at Q-band frequency

quite detailed.
for conalbumin,
molecule.

(c.a.

is

Such spectra are presented in Chapter V
RST, HST, and the N-terminal half of the HST

Analyses of these spectra are not completed.

Characterizations of transferrins,
bumm,

35 GHz)

and of the VO

2+

especially conal-

ion are now presented which will

facilitate a critical analysis of this work.

Transferrin
Transferrins have single-chained polypeptide primary
structures and molecular weights of 75,000-80,000.

They can

bind 2 ferric ions per protein molecule and apparently re
quire the synergistic binding of one bicarbonate
carbonate per bound ferric ion
other metal ions in vitro

(17).

(HCO^- ) or

Transferrins also bind

(17, 18, 19, 20, 21).

Determina

tion of the physiological roles of the transferrins,

of the

equivalency or non-equivalency of the two metal-binding
sites, of the role of synergistic anions in binding, of the
identity of the coordinating ligands,

and of the mechanisms

3

of metal binding and release are focal points in transferrin
research.

Timely reviews of transferrin literature have

been published

(3, 4, 5, 22, 23).

In 1900, conalbumin was first extracted from chicken
egg whites along with albumin proteins

(24) , hence its name.

Early purification procedures involved treatments of conal
bumin below pH 4 (25) which modified the electrophoretic
behavior of the protein.

Fractionation of egg white above

pH 4.7 with alcohol and/or salt produced unmodified conal
bumin

(26, 27) .
The physiological role of conalbumin has not been

established but it has been proposed to function as an inhibitor of bacterial growth by chelation of excess Fe
29).

3+

More complicated functions of metal ion binding,

(28,
trans

port, and release to specific receptor sites are suggested
by the in vitro release of Fe
embryo red blood cells

(30).

by enzymatic digestion,
cytes

3+

ions by conalbumin to chick

Segments of conalbumin, produced

also donate iron to rabbit reticulo

(21, 31) although the intact protein cannot
Conalbumin binds two Fe

3+

pink colored complex and two Cu

such as Zn
(18, 19).

2+

, Co

2+

, Cd

2+

equivalents to form a salmon-

2+

complex in the presence of HCC>3~
, and Ni

(32).

equivalents in a yellow
(17, 33) .

2+

Other metals,

form colorless complexes

Protons are released during metal ion binding,

2.9 per F e 3+ and 1.9 per C u 2 + .
Conalbumin is single-chained
weight of 76,600

(124) with a molecular

(17, 34, 35) and an amino acid composition

4

relatively high in lysine
(<\>33) , tryptophan

(^62), histidine

(<\>20) and tyrosine

(^20)

(^13), arginine
(21, 31,

36).

Carbohydrates account for 2.2% of the molecular
weight

(36).

The carbohydrate content consists of hexose

and hexosamine

(37) and are located on the C-terminal end

of the protein

(31) .

Apparently chicken serum transferrin

differs from conalbumin only in the carbohydrate groups

(36).

Iron-binding fragments which correspond to the Nterminal half of the conalbumin have been obtained by CNBr
cleavage

(38, 39) and by limited proteolysis of monoferric

conalbumin

(21).

A C-terminal,

iron-binding fragment has

also been isolated by two methods of enzymatic degradation
(31).
albumin

The amino acid sequences of the N~terminal end of con
(40) and of the N-terminal fragment

(21)

are N-terminal

alanine followed by proline-proline-lysine-serine.
The amino acid sequence of conalbumin has not been
completed, but some amino acids which feature O or N func
tional groups have been implicated in the metal-binding p r o 
cess.

The ultraviolet difference spectrum of ferric conal

bumin was attributed to the ionization of 3 tyrosine functional groups per bound Fe

3+

ion

(17).

Other transition

metals also bound by conalbumin have difference spectra which
reflect tyrosine involvement in the binding

(18).

Chemical

modification of the tyrosine groups in apoconalbumin decreased
the iron binding capacity
sity of Tb
ment of Tb

3+
3+

(41, 42).

The UV difference inten-

conalbumin complexes and the parallel enhancefluorescent intensity are suggestive of

interaction between Tb
(43).
Co

3+

3+

and tyrosine functional groups

The visible absorption spectra of Fe

3+

, Cu

2+

, and

complexes may reflect electron donor-acceptor inter

action between these ions and tyrosine residues

(44).

Features in the resonance Raman spectrum of ferric conal
bumin also implicate tyrosine and histidine in the binding
process

(45, 46).

The EPR spectrum of cupric conalbumin

reaffirms the involvement of nitrogen, possibly from histi
dines

(47, 48).

Chemical modification of arginines implies

that at least one argine per Fe

3+

is important

(49), possibly

by directly interacting with a HCO^

anion.

Some trypto

phans are sensitive to metal binding

(19, 50) although direct

coordination to the metal ions may not be the case.

Proton

relaxation studies confirm that solvent 1^0 molecules have
access to the metal-binding sites

(51).

The role of the synergistic anion,

e . g . , HCO^

, in

the binding process of metal ions is one of the major areas
of transferrin research.

The anion is possibly coordinated

directly to the bound metal ion, or to both the metal ion
and a protein functional group,or in a separate anion bind
ing site from which the conformation of the metal binding
site is altered to facilitate metal ion binding.

Attempts

to establish metal ion binding in the absence of synergistic
anions have not been very successful.
Fe^+ to HST without HCO^

(52) proved to be a ferric complex

with residual citrate anions
HCO^

—

A claim to have bound

are synergistic for Fe

(53).
3+

A number of anions besides

binding

(30, 54).

These

6

anions have a carboxyl group and a second, proximal,
tron-withdrawing,

functional group.

elec

A contention that the

anion bridges the metal binding site by binding to the
metal ion at the proximal functional group and to the p r o 
tein through the carboxyl group

(54)

is supported by an EPR

study of vanadyl HST with a variety of synergistic anions
(9) .
A ratio of 1 HCO^

anion per bound metal ion is gen-

erally required for a variety of metals including VO
bound to HST

(13), and Fe^+ to HST

although the binding of 2 Fe

3+

(54) and conalbumin

release of Fe

3+

(55) and 1 Cu

(56) have been reported.

2+

to

The

to rabbit reticulocytes by HST releases an

equivalent number of HCC>3
oxalate for HCO^

(17),

to conalbumin with only one

a n i o n ,glycine or nit r i l o t r i a c e t a t e fbound
HST in the absence of HCO^

2+

anions

(57) while substituting

as the synergistic anion slows the rate of

iron release by conalbumin to chick embryo red blood cells
(30).

Physical studies further support the contention that

the anion is in close proximity to the bound metal ion.

A

reduction in EPR signal intensity of nitroxide spin-labeled
carboxylate anion in ferric HST implies that only a short
distance intervenes between the anion and Fe

3+

ion

(58, 59).

There is little doubt as to the importance of synergistic
anions in metal binding, but some rather unique observations
and ideas will be presented for the vanadyl conalbumin system.
Transferrins have one specific binding site located
in the C-terminal half of the polypeptide chain and one in

7

the N-terminal half.

Since the amino acid sequence of the

two halves for conalbumin are similar, but not identical
(31, 41, 60), the two sites must in principle be different;
this is not always clearly evident.

An equal number of

tyrosines are ionized in each site for a variety of metal
ions

(21) during the binding process.

dichroic

Neither circular

(44) nor resonance Raman spectroscopy

significantly different binding sites.

(45) detected

No clear distinction

was identified in the circularly polarized luminescence of
terbium conalbumin

(61).

Iron in each site relaxes the

proton magnetic resonance of H 20 molecules equally well

(51).

Other techniques were sensitive to site differences.
The biphasic quenching of tryptophan fluorescence as the
degree of iron and copper saturation increases suggests that
the protein conformation responds differently to binding
at the two sites
equivalents of A1

(50).
3+

Although conalbumin can bind two

3+
, only one A.'l
improves the resistance

of conalbumin to thermal denaturation

(62).

Differential

scanning calorimetry of 30% iron-saturated conalbumin detects
two endotherms assigned to two monoferric proteins
interpretation since challenged

(64) .

(63) , an

The effect of CLO^

ions on the EP R spectrum of ferric conalbumin were explained
by hypothesizing conformational states for the binding sites
which responded to changes in the macromolecular conforma
tion

(65).

Analogous studies of the C and N-terminal ferric

fragments suggest each site equilibrates between two con
formations, but with different conformational distributions

8

(66).

EPR, Mossbauer,

and optical spectroscopies of conal-

bumin saturated with combinations of Ga
57

Fe

3+

(20)

3+

5fi 3+
, JOFe
, and

showed a sequential filling of distinguishable

binding sites.
Binding strength studies of conalbumin indicate that
the first iron is bound more strongly
(51, 68), and less strongly

(47, 67),

equally

(17) than the second.

An anti

cooperative effect by the first iron on the binding of the
second iron has also been proposed
under which Fe

3+

3+

The conditions

is introduced to transferrins are crucial

in determining the final product.
of Fe

(69).

The preferential binding

to the N or C-terminal sites and a cooperative inter

action between sites are functions of the pH at which and
the form m

which Fe

fects, e.g.,

3+

is introduced

(64, 70).

the slow redistribution of Fe

in the absence of chelating anions

3+

Kinetic ef-

between sites

(69), complicates the

attainment of a true equilibrium between bound and unbound
Fe"^+ ions

(61) .

C o n a l b u m m releases Fe

3+

to chick embryo red blood

cells at a rate proportional to the % iron saturation

(30),

and the C and N-terminal fragments purportedly release iron
equally well to rabbit reticulocytes
incorrect

(71).

(21, 31), which may be

In these instances the receptor sites ap

parently do not distinguish between sites.

Site hetero

geneity exists when HST donates iron to rabbit reticulocytes
(58), but native conalbumin cannot donate iron in this case
(32).

Evidently general statements about site homogeneity

must be cautiously made.
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The Vanadyl Probe
Vanadyl ion, VO

2+

, has been used as a spectroscopic

probe of metal binding sites in proteins.
vestigation of vanadyl insulin
able characteristics of the VO

A detailed in

(72) demonstrated the valu-

2+

probe.

A number of protein

studies followed including carbonic anhydrase
peptidase A

(74), and bovine serum albumin

(73), carboxy-

(75).

cular interest are the studies of vanadyl HST

Of parti

(7, 8, 9, 10,

11, 12, 13) which will often be referred to in this text.
The VO

2+

ion has a number of properties which are

useful in probing metal binding environments.

The vanadium

is in the d^" electronic configuration, making electronic
transitions in the visible and near-infrared spectral regions
relatively easy to interpret.

The VO

2+

ion gives sharp EPR

spectra at low temperature and room temperature because the
unpaired electron is in a non-degenerate ground state with
no nearby excited states.

Room temperature spectra are

especially significant for biological molecules because they
are recorded under more nearly m

vivo conditions.

The

51

V

nucleus is nearly 100% abundant and has a nuclear spin,
I = 7/2, which interacts with the unpaired electron to give
eight sharp EP R lines

(M-j. = ±7/2,

±5/2,

±3/2,

±1/2).

The

short vanadyl V-0 bond provides a strong perturbation on the
crystal field energy levels,

giving rise to "axial" EPR

spectra with the axis of symmetry along the vanadyl bond.
VO

2+

binds well to O and S and less favorably to N; these are

donor atoms common to ligands in biological molecules.

A
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large amount of data exists on EPR parameters and electronic
transitions of VO

2+

complexes which can be used to analyze

complex spectra of macromolecules

(76, 77).

Unbound VO

2+

ions form EPR-silent hydroxide species in the pH 6-11 range
(78).

This simplifies the analyses of spectra of bound VO

2+

ions in that signals of unbound ions are not encountered.
Normally VO

2+

complexes have square pyramidal or

trigonal bipyramidal geometry

(Figure 1.1).

The molecular

z axis is taken as the vanadyl V-0 bond and the x and y axes
are taken to be in the equatorial plane, pointing between
the planar ligand atoms for C 2 V and lower symmetry.
The room temperature,
VO

2+

(aq)

(Figure 1.2)

X-band

(^9.5 GHz)

spectrum of

has eight lines due to the interaction

of the unpaired electron with the vanadium nucleus
±7/2,

±5/2,

±3/2,

(Figure 1.2)

±1/2).

(M-j. =

The low temperature spectrum

is a composite of sixteen lines,

eight from

molecules with the vanadyl V-0 bond oriented parallel to the
applied magnetic field

(e.g.,

(7/2)

) and eight for the

situation with the vanadyl V-0 bond oriented perpendicularly
(e.g.,

(-7/2) j_).

The room temperature spectrum is actually

a time average of parallel, perpendicular,
orientations of VO

2+

and in-between

due to motion which is rapid relative

to the anisotropy in the E P R spectrum.

If unique ligand

fields exist along the x and y directions,

sixteen instead

of eight lines are sometimes observed at low temperatures for
perpendicularly oriented molecules.
band spectrum

(^35 GHz)

of VO

2+

(aq)

The low temperature, Qis also a composite of

11

z

Y

Figure 1.1.
geometry.

Sketch of V O

The vanadium

3 d X y

2+

. .

ion in square p y n m i d a l

orbital is directed at planar

ligands for C 2y or lower symmetry.
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; ri

a
?3

VO(H2o)g*
X-BAND
298K

v o (h2o)52+
X-BAND

MI =

77K

2800G

DPPH

Figure 1.2.

3400G

X-band spectra of VO

temperature and 77 K.

VO

2+

4000G

2+

(aq) at room

concentration ^ 1 x 10

-3

M.
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eight parallel and eight perpendicular lines, but with the
perpendicular lines shifted relative to the parallel
1.3).

Note that only the

(-7/2)„

(Figure

line is isolated in the

low field end of the spectrum while four parallel lines are
distinguishable at the high field end.
Normally g and nuclear hyperfine

(A) values correspond

to tensor elements of diagonalized g and nuclear hyperfine
tensor matrices.

The elements g , g , g , A , A , and A
x
3y
3z'
x
y
z

describe a system in which the tensors are diagonal in the
same coordinate system, e.g.,

the x,y,z molecular axes.

A perturbation of low symmetry may rotate the principal
axes of the g-tensor relative to the A-tensor by an angle,
a, of non-coincidence

(Figure 1.4).

m aximum tensor values of, e.g., g

X

In such a situation
and A , would not occur
X

simultaneously at a specific orientation of the molecule
w ith respect to the applied magnetic field,
x axis.

in this case the

One angle of non-coincidence simultaneously affects

two axes, x and y, x and z, or y and z.
cussions of VO
in the text.

2+

More detailed dis.

bonding will be gaven at appropriate points

12700G

Figure 1.3.

200G

Q-band spectrum of V 0 2 + (aq).

concentration ^ 1 x 10

-3

M.

V 0 2+

\

y
Figure 1.4.
A-tensor axes.

Sketch of non-coincident g-tensor and

If g-tensor is diagonalized along solid axes

and A-tensor along dotted axes,

the g and A tensors are non

coincident by angle a in zy plane.

CHAPTER II
METAL BINDING SITE CHARACTERISTICS

Human serum transferrin

(HST)

and conalbumin

(CA)

from chicken egg white are similar in molecular weight
79), amino acid content
43,

(3), iron binding capacity

(17,

(17, 18,

80), and appear to originate from the same ancestral

protein

(81).

While the primary function of human serotrans-

ferrin is the transport of metabolic iron, a primary role
for conalbumin is less certain

(3).

Because these proteins

have very likely evolved to serve different functions,

it is

important to know whether significant differences exist in
their metal binding properties which have not been revealed
by earlier studies.
the case

(6 ).

the V 0 2+ probe
of VO

2+

Some recent work indicates that this is

In view of the successful studies of HST with
(.7,

8

, 9, 10, 11, 12,

13), a detailed study

binding to conalbumin was undertaken with the goal

of determining the properties of this protein particularly
as they relate to the better characterized HST.
establishes that VO

2+

Chapter II

binds specifically to conalbumin and

determines some characteristics of the binding sites.

Experimental Procedure
Apoconalbumin was prepared by the method of Woodworth
and Schade

(27), subject to the modification of using car-

boxymethylated Sephadex C-50 cation exchange resin in the

16

17

column chromatography step

(20).

The egg whites

(^750 mL)

of two dozen fresh hen eggs were mixed with an equal volume
of saturated
cipitate

(NH^)

2 ^ 4

solution,

causing a thick white p r e 

(mucin and globulins), which was separated, follow

ing h hr. stirring, by centrifuging at 6000 x g for
at 10°C.

The very thick mucous was removed manually before

centrifugation.

Saturated

(NH4 )2 SC>4

solution

slowly added to the yellow supernatant
permanently opaque.
with 0.2N H 2 S 0 4

6

(^130 mL) was

(^1 L) until it was

The pH was slowly lowered to pH 4.7

('vlOO mL)

was turbid to 'x-pH
4.7.

min.

2 0

during which time the solution

, clear to ^pH 5, and again opaque at pH

A white precipitate

(ovalbumin)

was removed by centri

fugation at ^10,000 x g for h hr. at 10°C;
supernatant was retained.

the clear yellow

The ovalbumin precipitate was

extracted for a second time by suspending it in 50% saturated
(NH4 ) 2 SC>4 , pH 4.7,

K 4 0 0 mL)

and stirring for h hr.

Centri

fugation followed at 10,000 x g for h hr. at 10°C, the
pelleted ovalbumin was discarded,

and the clear yellow super

natant was combined with the previous supernatant to give
^13 00 mL of pH 4.7,
grams of

50% saturated

(NH4 )2 SC>4

(NH 4 ) 2 SC>4 per liter of solution

solution.

Eighty

(83) were slowly

added to increase the saturation to 62% and the resulting
opaque solution was centrifuged at
10°C.
solid

1 0 , 0 0 0

x g for h hr. at

The supernatant was discarded and the pelleted, white
(conalbumin)

dissolved in a minimum of H 20

which was placed in dialysis tubing with a
weight cut-off

1 2 , 0 0 0

(<^140 mL)
molecular

(Arthur D. Thomas Co., Philadelphia).

The
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tubing was prepared by boiling for

1

hr. in distilled, d e 

ionized H 2 O to remove a protective glycerin coating.
tilled,

Di s 

deionized H 20 was obtained from a Barnstead still

and subsequently passed through a Barnstead D 0803 ion e x 
change column.

The yellow solution was dialyzed against

cold, running tap H 2

0

for

1 2

hrs.

followed by two dialyses

against 4 liter volumes of distilled,
for a total of 40 hrs.

deionized E^O at 4°C

The final dialysis for 3 0 hrs. at

4°C was against 4 liters of 5 x 10 3F N a ^ P O ^ ,

pH 6.7 in

order to reduce channeling of the column packing in the fol
lowing chromatography step.

The dialyzed solution was

vacuum filtered through Whatman no. 42 filter paper to re
move particulate matter,
solution.

leaving >vl70 mL of clear yellow

Chromatography was done at room temperature on a

5.4 cm inside diameter column packed with 16 g of carboxymethylated Sephadex

(C-50-120), 4.5 milliequivalents per g,
_3
which had been equilibrated in 5 x 10 F N a 2 HPO^, pH 6 .8 .
The eluent was monitored with a Gilson Model M-UV-RP chro
matographic recording spectrophotometer set at 280 nm and
collected in 20 mL units on a Gilson automatic fraction
collector.

The first absorbing fraction eluted after ^300

mL had passed and contained no conalbumin.
^400 mL more of 5 x 10 3F buffer,
was introduced into the column.

After eluting

5 x 10-2F N a ^ P O ^ , pH
The increase in ionic

strength reduced the volume of the resin bed.
of 5 x 10

-2

F buffer had passed,

6 . 8

After ^600 mL

conalbumin eluted and was

collected in %500 mL and was concentrated to ^60 mL in an
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Amicon ultrafiltration cell fitted with a PM-30 membrane
(molecular weight cut-off ^30,000)
solution had a light pink tinge.

under 30 psi of N 2 .

The

The purity of the apocon-

albumin was verified by anodic disc gel electrophoresis on
_3
5%, 7%, and 10% polyacrylamide gels in 2.5 x 10 F tris
(hydroxymethyl)
Long gels

aminomethane,

2 x 10

_2

F glycine, pH 9.5.

(7 cm) were used because conalbumin migrates slowly

relative to the bromophenol blue tracking dye.

A principal

band with very faint secondary bands is observed in each
type of gel; napthol blue black was used as the stain.
Atomic absorption spectroscopy indicated the residual iron
of the apoconalbumin varied from 0% to 3% of the total iron
binding capacity in different preparations of the protein.
The dialysis procedure of Price and Gibson

(53) was used to

remove this iron, again employing dialysis tubing with a
12,000 molecular weight cut-off.

The conalbumin

K 0 . 3 mM)

solution was dialyzed twice for six hour periods against
thirty-fold volumes of 0.1 F sodium acetate,
acid, pH 4.7.
lower pH

(26).

0.1 F citric

The apoprotein should not be exposed to a
Most of the citrate and acetate were removed

by dialysis against two thirty-fold volumes of distilled,
deionized water for thirty hours each.

The residual citrate

was removed by two dialyses against thirty-fold volumes of
0.1 F sodium perchlorate,

pH 5.4,

for ten hours each.

A

final dialysis against three thirty-fold volumes of distilled,
deionized water for six hours each gave an apoconalbumin
solution, pH 4.7, which was free of iron.

The solution was
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then neutralized and lyophilized;
white,

^ 1

g of

solid apoconalbumin per dozen eggs and was stored

at 4°C.
with a

the yield was

All reagents used for the dialysis were extracted
0

.0

0 1

% (by weight)

solution of diphenylthiocarbazone

in distilled carbon tetrachloride to remove heavy metal
impurities

(84).

A second set of extractions with distilled

carbon tetrachloride removed traces of diphenylthiocarbazone.
The concentrations of apoconalbumin solutions were determined

1%
spectrophotometrically at 280 nm using an E^cm of
a molecular weight of 76,600

(17, 26);

molar extinction coefficient of

8 . 6

x

1 1 . 2

and

this converts to a
1 0

4 -1
-1
M
cm

Stock solutions of aqueous vanadyl ion were prepared
from V 0 S 0^*nH20 crystals

(Fisher Scientific Co.).

The van a 

dyl ion concentration was determined spectrophotometrically
using a molar absorptivity of 18.0 ± 0.2 M ^cm - 1
(85), and was stored at pH 2-3.

at 7 50 nm

The data indicated n = 5

in V 0 S 0 4 *nH 2 0.
Solutions of conalbumin were purged with moist nitro
gen gas for thirty minutes prior to the addition of vanadyl
ion to minimize solution evaporation
oxidation of the vanadium.

while preventing air

In those experiments which re

quired close monitoring of the pH, a procedure similar to
that of Fitzgerald and Chasteen

(73) was used

(Figure 2.1).

A Radiometer pHM 26 expanded scale pH meter equipped with a
Radiometer GK2321C calomel-glass combination electrode was
used to obtain pH readings to ± 0.01 pH units;
was not stirred when recording readings.

the solution

Reproduceable pH
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OUT
N

4mm

Figure 2.1.

Sketch of equipment used in purging

protein solution with N 2 (g).

Tube has ^11 m m i.d. and

4 m m long side arm capped with serum cap.

N 2 (g) flows

through inlet and outlet syringe needles.

Solution is

stirred with 10 m m magnetic spin bar.

The pH electrode

is sealed with disposable pipet bulb cut at end to fit
over tube.
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readings were possible on 100 uL samples.

Note in Figure

2.1 that the pH electrode and side armed tube are positioned
at an angle to allow N 2

to flow over the solution surface

without frothing and to keep solution in contact with the
fiber junction of the electrode which is important for pH
meter stability.

All serum caps and pipet bulbs had been

soaked in a solution of Liqui-nox detergent and distilled,
deionized H 2

0

.

The amount of free acid inherent in solid V 0 S 0 4 *nH20
_3

was determined by titration of 0.4 x 10
acid,

F VOSC >4 roxalic

1:2, with standardized 0.100 N NaOH to pH 7 under a

nitrogen atmosphere.

The equivalents of base required in

excess of 4 per VOSO^ were attributed to free acid;
typically 0.2 equivalents per VO
complex VO
ducts,

2+

2+

.

this was

Oxalate was present to

and prevent the formation of hydrolysis p r o 

e.g., VO ( O H ) 2 (s).
The number of protons released per VO

2+

bound by con_3

albumin was determined by pH restoration.

A 9.4 x 10

VOSO^ solution was added to 0.5 m M conalbumin,
increments of 0.6 VO
conalbumin.

2+

pH 8-9,

per conalbumin up to 3.0 VO

2+

F
in

per

Following a 5 min. equilibration period for each

m c r e m e n t of VO

2+

added,

the protein solution was titrated

back to the original pH with standardized 0.010 N NaOH.
The contribution due to free acid was subtracted to obtain
the number of protons released per VO

2+

bound to the protein.

Ultraviolet difference spectra were recorded on a dual
beam Cary Model 14 spectrosphotometer.

Three-milliliter
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volumes of nitrogen-flushed 0.030 m M apoconalbumin in 0.01 F
NaHCO^ were placed in two stoppered,
cuvettes.

nitrogen-flushed,

Successive increments of 0.96 x 10

-2

1 cm

F VOSO^ were

added to one cuvette followed by shaking and equilibration
for five minutes.

The difference spectrum relative to apo

conalbumin was recorded from 310 to 240 nm.

The solution

was buffered at pH 9.5 by the bicarbonate.
Concentrations of 0.2 to 0.5 m M conalbumin were used
in the EPR experiments.

Normally solutions were made ten

fold molar excess in bicarbonate relative to conalbumin with
0.90 F N a H C O ^ .

The pH of the solution was easily controlled

with 0.5 N HC1 or NaOH.
(9.5 GHz)

and Q-band

EPR spectra were recorded at X-band

(35 GHz)

frequencies.

A Varian E-4 or

Varian E-9 spectrometer was used in the X-band mode.

Samples

were placed in quartz flat cells for room-temperature,X-band
spectra and in quartz tubes
1.d.)

(approximately 4 m m o.d.,

for X-band spectra recorded at 77 K.

3 mm

Both types of

cells were capped and flushed with nitrogen prior to the in
troduction of vanadyl-containing solutions;

the cells were

kept under positive N 2 pressure during loading.

Careful

tuning of spectrometer for quantitative measurements has been
described

(85).

The quartz tube was placed in a quartz,

liquid nitrogen Dewar insert for the low temperature spectra.
The effect of nitrogen bubbling on the spectrometer stability
was minimized by placing a drop of glycerin on the tip of
the tube prior to freezing

(8

6

).

A speck of diphenylpicryl-

hydrazyl, g = 2.0036, was taped on the outside of the flat
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cell or Dewar insert as a g-mark for spectra recorded on
the E-4 spectrometer.

On the E-9 spectrometer Varian pitch,

g = 2.0028, was used as a standard in a t e ^q 2 m0(^e o c t a n 
gular dual cavity.

For Q-band spectra the Varian E-9

spectrometer was fitted with high field pole caps,
cylindrical cavity,

an E-266

and an E-110 Q-band microwave bridge.

All Q-band spectra were recorded at approximately 100 K on
samples in quartz capillary tubes
0 . 8

(approximately

2

m m o.d.,

m m i.d.) which had been flushed with nitrogen prior to

the sample introduction.
The line positions of the vanadyl conalbumin complexes
were taken from the X-band EPR spectra recorded at 77 K and
were used in a computer program
perturbation equations

(87)

(.72) based on second-order

to obtain initial estimates of

g values and vanadium nuclear hyperfine splittings which
were then refined by computer simulation of the EPR spectra
with a modified version of a program developed by White and
Belford

(8

8

) for S = 1/2 systems

(11).

Non-coincidence of

the g tensor axes with the nuclear hyperfine tensor axes was
suggested by simulations of O-band spectra.

The simulation

programs were run on a DEC-10 computer equipped with a CALCOMP
plotter.

A gaussian line-shape function was used with a 12

gauss line width for the absorption curve at half height of
the x, y, and z magnetic components of all three magnetic e n 
vironments .
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Results
Stoichiometry of Binding
The ultraviolet difference spectrum of vanadyl con
albumin has maxima at approximately 250 and 290 nm at pH 9.5
(Figure 2.2).
b u m m with VO

A spectrophotometric titration of apoconal2+

ion while monitoring these bands shows breaks

at nominally 2 VO

2+

per conalbumin

(Figure 2.3); this estab

lishes that there are two vanadium binding sites per conal
bumin.

The slightly positive slopes past the break points

are caused by small molar absorptivities of unbound VO

2+

in

bicarbonate solutions.
Absorption maxima at 250 and 290 nm are commonly ob
served for various transition metal complexes with the trans
ferrins

(18, 19, 89)

and are believed to be largely due to

the ionization of coordinating tyrosines.
10,000 at 250 nm and

Ae

= 2310 cm

By using

^ at 290 nm

Ae=

(89) we cal

culate from the 250 and 290 nm intensities that 1.7 and 2.7
tyrosines respectively are ionized per VO

2+

bound.

This

result suggests that 2-3 tyrosines are ligated to the metal
in the vanady 1 -protein complex.
The room-temperature,

X-band, EPR spectrum of VO

ion in conalbumin solution is anisotropic,
of the VO
2.4).

2+

2+

indicating binding

ion to a slowly tumbling macromolecule

(Figure

Three environments are recognizable but more clearly

resolved at lower temperature

(vide supra) ; this is very sig

nificant because it establishes that the low temperature
spectra are giving a true picture of the protein behavior in
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1.9VO/C A

250
Figure 2.2.
conalbumin.

270

290

Ultraviolet difference spectrum of vanadyl

For 1.9 VO

2+

0.31 and at 250 nm = 0.78.

per conalbumin absorbance at 290 nm
Protein concentration in sample

and reference cells is 2.7 x 10

-5

M in 10 mM NaHCO^, pH 9.5.
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1.00

.80

250nm
.60

.40

290nm
. 2 0

. 0 0

1.8

0.6

2.4

3.0

2+/

VO / C A

Figure 2.3.
conalbumin with VO

Spectrophotometric titration of apo-

2+

by ultraviolet difference spectroscopy.

Protein concentration 2.7 x 10

-5

M in 0.01 F NaHCO^, pH 9.5.

ROOM T.
A BC ABC
^-v -nni^tifciinr.i^rV

3500G

Figure 2.4.

3800G

Room temperature spectrum of divanadyl conalbumin at X-band.

concentration 0.48 m M in 5.7 m M NaHCO^f pH

8

.6 .

Protein

Modulation amplitude 5 G at 100 kHz.
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its normal,

room-temperature solution environment.

lar spectrum has been reported for

(VO

24-

)2~HST

(7).

A simiEPR

spectrometric titrations of conalbumin in the pH range
1 1

8

to

with the vanadyl ion while monitoring the strong central

line in the spectrum show intensity breaks at 1.9 - 2.0 VO
per conalbumin

24-

(Figure 2.5), a result consistent with the

ultraviolet difference spectral measurements at pH 9.5.
Using the peak-to-peak,

first derivative intensity,

instead

of peak area, required that the strong central lines of each
VO

24-

environment overlap and the line width of this composite

line not change as the ratio of bound VO
creased.

24-

to conalbumin in

The intensities are normalized by dividing the

peak-to-peak height by the receiver gain of the spectrometer.
No room-temperature, vanadyl,
VO
VO

2424-

EPR signal is observed when

ion is added to iron-saturated conalbumin;
ions form EPR-silent species in the pH

(78).

6

the unbound

to 11 range

When excess ferric ion is added as FeCl^,

the vanadyl

ion is displaced from the protein with a resulting loss of
the vanadyl EPR signal.
VO

24-

and Fe

34-

These observations establish that

compete for the same binding sites.

Binding Studies
An EPR spectrometric titration at pH 7.2 showed an
m t e n s i t y break at 1.5 VO
2 VO

24-

per CA below pH

8

24-

per CA.

The equilibrations of

show reduced VO

results are summarized in Table 2.1.

24-

binding;

and the

Since the tabular

data are not sufficiently refined to distinguish a small
difference in binding constant between the two sites, we

30

S/G
5 Or

10.0

,e—

9.4

40

8.0

30
20

PI4 10.0
PH 9.4
PH 8.0

lO
20
VO/C A
Figure 2.5.
with VO

2+

by EPR.

30

Spectrometric titration of apoconalbumin
Protein concentration 0.29 m M in 2.9 m M

NaHCO^ for pH 8.0 and 10.0 and in 29 m M for pH 9.4.

Ratio

of signal height to receiver gain of spectrometer is plotted
on y axis.
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Table 2.1
VO

2+

Binding Capacity

a

0

PH

EPR Intensity
x 103

% Saturation

K l'd
---

8 . 1 0

27

7.23

2 0

74

1.4 x 10 9

6.70

18

67

8 . 2

x

1 0 7

x

1 0 6

1 0 0

6.46

9.4

35

8 . 2

6.26

8.5

31

3.2 x 10 6

6 . 0 0

4.8

18

4.4 x 10 5

Concentrations of protein, V O S O 4 , and NaHC 0 3 were
0.29 mM, 0.58 mM, and 2.9 m M respectively.
The V O S O 4 was
added to the protein-bicarbonate solution above pH 8 and
equilibrated for 10 min. before lowering the pH wit h 0.5 N
HC1 to the value listed.
The peak-to-peak height of the most intense, X-band
line at room temperature divided by the receiver gain of the
spectrometer.
cTwo VO^+ bind per CA at pH 8.10.
^Calculated from equation

6

of Aasa et al.

(47).
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24-

have assumed that the binding of the V O
ion to the protein
I
I
is random, i.e.,
= 4 K 2 , where K.^ and K 2
are the
apparent binding constants for binding of the first and
second VO

24-

ions, respectively.

„ ' _ [V02+—CA]
—
" — """ '
1
[V0 2 + ][CA]

„ •

Jt\->

[<V°2+)2-CA]

J\

[ V 0 2 + ] [V0 2

2

In the pH range of these experiments,
tion of free V 0 2+ ion is given by
K

= 1.1 x 10

2 2

M2

(78).
1

(47) which relates
V

[V02 + ] = K

From equation

to free VO

2+

sp

/[OH -

] 2

where

of Aasa et al.
24-

, and R, with

I

= 1, we calculate the

values listed in

Table 2.1 for different values of pH.
1

the concentra

, bound VO

I

R = 4K 2 /K^

6

+ -CA]

Deviations of R from

would indicate that factors in addition to the statistical

effect,

e.g., a cooperative interaction between the first and
I

second binding sites, were differentiating
4.

'

A plot of log

I

from K 2

versus log

[H ] is linear

.

(correla

tion coefficient = 0.99) with a slope of 2.9, indicating
that three protons are released per VO
tein.

24-

bound by the p r o 

This result is confirmed by pH restoration experiments

above pH 8.0

(see experimental)

showing an average,

for six-

teen determinations, of 3.0 ± 0.4 protons released per VO
bound

(Table 2.2).

observed for VO
per VO

24-

24-

24-

This compares with a value of 2.7 ± 0.1
binding to HST

are also released by VO

by a solution of 1 VO

24-

(13).
24-

m

Nominally 3 protons
excess of 2 per CA and

:2 oxalic acid when titrated from
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Table 2.2
Titratable Protons Released During V O

V 0 2+ Added per CA

2+

Binding

H + Released per V O 2

.ob

3. 8 b

1. 9b

3. 7b

.0 °

3. 6 C

1.9C

3. 2 C

1

.0 C

3.2°

0

.6 b

2. 3b

1

.2 b

3.2b

1

.8 b

3. 0 b

0

.6 b

2. 7b

1

.2 b

3. 5b

1

.8 b

2. 9b

i.od

3. 2 d

.0 d

3. 8 d

1

1

2

O. 6

* 5

2. 9e

0

1

.2 ®

3.4e

1

.8 e

2

ci

+

.6

0

2+

The average value is 3.2 ± 0.4 H released per VO
bound which is reduced to 3.0 ± 0.4 when the 0.2 equivalents
of free acid per V 0 2+ present in V O S O 4 are considered (see
Experimental).
Concentrations of CA and HCO.,- were
mM respectively.
c

Concentrations of CA and HCO.,
mM respectively.

—

were

.52 m M and 1.0

.56 mM and 1.1

Concentration of CA was

.51 mM; no HCO - ions were

C o n c e n t r a t i o n of CA was

.45 mM; no HCO ~ ions were

added.

added.
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pH 7 (see Experimental Section)
bound VO

2+

to pH 10.

The conalbumin-

ions can be distinguished by their anisotropic,

room temperature,

EPR signal.

Accordingly, we write the true binding constant

K

=

[VO

2+

+ 3
CA][H ]

[V0 2 + ][CA]

1

From the pH 6.0 to 7.23 data we calculate a mean
(4.5 ± 1.3) x 10
[HCO^ ].

M^.

Note that

value of

is not dependent on

Increasing the concentration of HCO^- from 2.9

(Table 2.1)

to 0.1 M does not increase vanadium binding;

vanadyl saturation is seen at pH
m

as

Chapter III also suggest that VO

is not facilitated by H C O 3

in 'vO.l M HCO^- .

6 . 6

2+

mM
45%

Data

binding to conalbumin

.

Experimental difficulty was encountered in maintain
ing the H C O 3

concentration below pH 7 in a stirred and ^

purged environment because the C O 2

C

">

H 2 C O 3 equilibrium

was being continually depleted in C O 2 , causing a continuous
reduction in buffering capacity.
served as a useful stopgap,

but 2.9 mM and 0.1 M HCOg

centrations may be high estimates.
VO

2+

binding from H C O 3

Minimizing the stirring
con

The independence of

concentration is still a valid ob

servation.
The data in Table 2.1 was also cast in the form of a
I
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation, oH = pK
+ m log

[occupied sites]
T unoccupied sites]and p K a ' =

6 . 6

,.
.
. ,,
„
A linear regression yields m = 0.95

(correlation coefficient = 0.95).

is tempting to associate the loss of VO

2+

While it

binding with the
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f

protonation of a key functional group with a pK
= 6 .6 ,
ci
I
it can be shown that Ka
is actually a composite of other
constants, i.e.,

T, i _

K1
K
assoc
sp

a

where K

w

=

[H+ ][OH“ ], k

k'
=
assoc

Actually,

^2
w

sp

=

[V0 2 + ][0H~]2 , and

+ 3
[occupied sites][H ]
_
[unoccupied sites][V0^+ ]

the intrinsic pH dependence of V O

2+

x

2 > 5

1 0 - 1 3

binding to

conalbumin,

i.e., the ease with which coordinating functional
V
I
groups are protonated, is reflected in the value of K.
assoc
2+
(or K ^ ) . In retrospect the same can be said of VO
binding to
HST in which an apparent pK ' = 6 . 6 for 1 V 0 2+ was also
a
I
observed (13).
The pK
6 . 6
probably reflects a complex
a

interplay of vanadyl hydrolysis,

bicarbonate protonation

(pKa = 6.3), and protonation of protein functional groups.

Frozen Solution Spectra
The 77 K, X-band spectra are useful in characterizing
the binding sites of conalbumin.

Figures 2.6,

2.7,

2.9 show X-band spectra of divanadyl CA at pH 7,
and 11.
(12).

8

2.8, and

, 9, 10,

A pH 9 spectrum has also been presented elsewhere
The designations A, B, and C show three magnetic en-

vironments of the bound VO

2+

the room temperature spectrum

ion which are also apparent in
(Figure 2.4).

These

PH 7
ABC ABC

3400G

Figure 2.6.

X-band spectrum of divanadyl conalbumin at pH 7.1 and 77 K.

concentration 0.39 mM xn 3.9 m M NaHCO^.
(Table 2.1).

3700 G

Binding capacity ^1.4 VO

2+

Protein

per CA at this pH

Low field features are expanded horizontally 10-fold. Modulation amplitude

5 G at 100 kHz.

o'

PH 9
A BC A..BC

3400G

Figure 2.7.

380QG

X-band spectrum of divanadyl conalbumin at pH 9.0 and 77 K.

Protein concentration 0.29 m M in 2.9 m M NaHCC>3 .

Modulation amplitude 5 G at 100 kHz.
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pH 8

pH 10

3400 G

Figure 2.8.
at pH

8

and pH 10,

2.8 mM N a H C O ^ .

3 80 0 G

X-band spectra of divanadyl conalbumin
77 K.

Protein concentration 0.28 m M in

Modulation amplitude 5 G at 100 kHz.

i

39

pH 11

<tl <fl

SIMULATION

3400 G

Figure 2.9.

3800 G

X-band spectrum and computer-simulated

spectrum of divanadyl conalbumin at pH 11 and 77 K.
concentration 0.28 m M in 2.8 m M N a H C O ^ •
tude 5 G at 100 kHz.

Protein

Modulation ampli
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designations are arbitrary and not necessarily related to
labels previously used in studies of vanadyl HST
The peak heights of the
and C resonances,

(-7/2)

(7, 10, 12).

lines of the A, B,

scaled to 100, are plotted as a function

of the pH in Figure 2.10.

The three resonances have nearly

equal line widths and the relative concentrations are there
fore proportional to the peak heights
range pH

8

(90) .

Within the

to 11 the relative concentrations can be directly

converted to the absolute concentrations of bound VO

2+ .
ion

since the binding capacity of conalbumin is constant at
approximately 2.0 VO

2+

per CA.

Figure 2.10 indicates that

all three resonances are prominent between pH 8.5 and 10.7.
Below pH 8.5 the C resonance is weak and above pH 10.7 the
B resonance dominates.

The distribution of intensity between

the A, B, and C resonances is somewhat dependent on the ex24,
tent of VO
saturation of the protein (Chapter III) , but a
. .

.

similar pattern also exists for 0.6 VO
2.11).

2+

per CA

(Figure

The interchange of the A, B, and C intensities is

reversible within the range pH

8

to 11.

The EPR spectrum is

only dependent on the pH at which it is recorded, provided
the VO

2+

ion is added between pH

changes observed in

8

and 11.

These pattern

(-7/2 )|( lines are reflected at other

locations in the spectra.

The

(-5/2)f| lines appear some

what different because the A, B, and C signals are overlap
ping more.

Careful analysis of the perpendicular region of

the spectra agrees qualitatively with the data in Figure
2.10.

The increasing C signal can be seen in perpendicular
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80

70
If60
-

LU

“ 50
“■40
30

70

80

90

10O

110

pH
Figure 2.10.

Relative peak heights of A, B, and C

conformations of divanadyl conalbumin as a function of pH.
Vanadyl binding decreases below pH

8

(Table 2.1).
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90
80

0.6vqt A

8.0

9.0

10.0 11.0

PH
Figure 2.11.

Relative peak heights of A, B, and C

conformations in 0.6 VO
heights from

(-7/2)

2+

per CA as function of pH.

line of X-band,
ll

77 K.

Peak
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portions at pH 9 and 10, while B prominence is evident at
pH 11.

The pH 7 spectrum is quite similar to the pH

8

spec

trum in the parallel and perpendicular features.
Figures 2.12,

2.13,

spectra recorded at pH 7,
trum

(Figure 2.14)

2.14, and 2.15 show the Q-band
8

, 9, 10, and 11.

The pH 10 spec

reflects approximately equal contributions

of the A, B, and C environments and has many well resolved
features.

The pH

8

spectrum

(Figure 2.13)

has most of the

same features; but, as in the X-band mode, they are not as
well resolved.

At pH 11 the Q-band spectrum

(Figure 2.15)

shows that A and G contribute but B is dominant.

The A and

C contributions are not as obvious in the pH 11, X-band spec
trum

(Figure 2.9).

The pH 7 spectrum

(Figure 2.12)

resolved but most features are similar to the pH

8

is poorly
spectrum.

The lowest field position is anomalous and probably not due
to bound VO

2+

ions.

The magnetic symmetry and EPR parameters of the three
environments were obtained with the aid of computer-simulated
spectra.

The C features are most prominent in the pH 10,

X- and Q-band spectra and in the pH 10 spectra of mixed metal
conalbumin containing Fe

3+

and VO

2+

doublet features which are marked C
tic of rhombic tensors

(91, 92).

(Chapter I I I ) .
x

and C

y

The

are characteris-

The B environment was

easiest to study because it dominates the X- and Q-band spec
tra at pH 11.

Only one set of absorbances is identified in

the perpendicular region which is typical of an axial com
plex.

These features are marked B x and compared with the

PH 7

12700 G
Figure 2.12.

Q-band spectrum of divanadyl conalbumin at pH 7.1.

centration 0.39 m M in 3.9 m M NaHCC>3 .
capacity ^1.4 VO

2+

13,100 G

at this pH

Protein con

Modulation amplitude 5 G at 100 kHz.

(Table 2.1).

Binding

Lowest field position is unidentified.

A.

PH 9

Q59A

A B C

\u n i ii

4)

("*2 ")

I

"

!\y
(f }

j\r

*- ii

12,600 G

Figure 2.13.
pH 9.0.

12.900G

Q-band spectrum of divanadyl conalbumin at

Protein concentration 0.29 m M in 2.9 m M NallCO^.

Modulation amplitude 5 G at 100 kHz.

1 (1 .0

,vr^
wv\(tL)
I I
.
1)1.

r

y2

II

(S.) (iL)
v 2ii

2 1'

(BX.CX.C)

(w

,a )

12.7 0 0 G

Figure 2.14.
at pH 8.0 and 10.0.
mM NaHCO^.

13100 G

Q-band spectra of divanadyl conalbumin
Protein concentration 0.28 m M in 2.8

Modulation amplitude 5 G at 100 kHz.
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p H 11

SIMULATION

12, 70 0 G

Figure 2.15.

Q-band spectrum and computer-simulated

spectrum of divanadyl conalbumin at pH 11.0.
centration 0.28 m M in 2.8 mM N a H C O ^ .
5 G at 100 kHz.

Protein con

Modulation amplitude
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simulated spectra in Figures 2.9 and 2.15.

The A resonances

were difficult to characterize because they do not dominate
in any experimental spectra.

Once the B and C features were

identified, the remaining ones were assigned to A.

They are

also characteristic of axial symmetry and labeled A,| and Aj_.
Close comparison of the simulated and experimental
Q-band spectra indicate that the axes of the g-tensor and
nuclear hyperfine tensor are non-coincident.
has been discussed for

(VO

2+

This situation

) 2 ~HST ky White and Chasteen

(.11) .

Figure 2.16 shows the effects that different angles of non
coincidence have on simulated Q-band spectra.
between the

(.— 7/2)n

and

{— 5 / 2 )n

lines changes and their posi

tions shift downfield as the angle increases.
taken in distinguishing the

The spacing

(-5/2)M and

Care must be

(— 7/2)y lines;

intensity patterns are sensitive in this region.

the

A clue to

non-coincidence in vanadyl conalbumin was the spacing in ex
perimental spectra between

(— 7/2)„

and

(-5/2)N lines was

smaller than the simulated spectra if non-coincidence was not
introduced.

Angles of non-coincidence of 12°,

8

°, and

6

°

in the xz plane were found for A, B, and C respectively to
give the best computer fits to the experimental spectra.
Angles of this magnitude do not noticeably affect the per
pendicular regions of the Q-band simulations nor are the
parallel or perpendicular regions of the X-band simulations
significantly altered.

The EPR parameters are listed in

Table 2.3.
The assignments of resonances required computer

Figure 2.16.

Computer-simulated spectra at different

angles of non-coincidence.

Arrows point out features most

affected by a; dotted lines point out relatively unaffected
l ines.

Table 2.3
EPR Parameters

Environment

g„
Jz

A b
z

g

A b
X

g

A b

y

g

c
o

A C
o

A

1.940

171.2

1.972

58.6

1.972

58.6

1.961

96.1

B

1.937

170.7

1.975

56.6

1.975

56.6

1.962

94.6

C

1.939

163.9

1.978

52.3

1.974

59.2

1.964

91.8

aA, B, and C have angles of non-coincidence equal to 12°, 8 0 , and 6° ± 2°
respectively in the xz plane.
Hyperfine coupling constants are in units of 10-4
Ajj, Ay, and A z are the symbols for the components of the nuclear hyper fine
interaction along the x, y, and z axes and are to be distinguished from the symbols,
A (| and A a , used to designate resonances of V 0 2 + in the A conformation of conalbumin.

'g_
U = 1/3 (gZ + gX + gy ); g o is the isotropic g value.
^ = 1/3 (A + A + A ); A is the isotropic nuclear hyperfine coupling constant,
v*
z
x
y
o

(ji
o
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simulations, but the composite simulation of A, B, and C
conformations was not an exact match with the experimental
spectrum.

Some intuition in assigning the resonance lines

was required due to the complicated nature of the spectra.
The simulation program computed signal intensities at 1
gauss intervals over a 2000 gauss range using a 3 point Gauss
point integration method.
angle intervals

For 60 theta angle and

(a 20,20 Gauss point grid)

3) (20 x 3) = 7200 calculations
per

1

this is

6

0 phi
(2)(20 x

(in non-coincident situation)

gauss interval which is the minimum number required

for a detailed spectrum relatively free of computer-gener
ated undulations.

For a Gaussian line shape function with a

line width at half height of

1 2

gauss for the absorption

curve, with one angle of non-coincidence and treated as a
rhombic case,
of C.P.U.

the simulation program requires 2.38 minutes

(central processing unit)

time per vanadyl con

formation and 5.53 minutes for a 30,30 Gauss point integra
tion.

Discussion
The ultraviolet difference spectrum of apoconalbumin
at alkaline vs. neutral pH shows maxima at 245 and 295 nm
with an absorbance ratio for

°f 4.5:1.0

the ^ 2 5 0 :A290 rat-*-° ^or vanadyl conalbumin
2

(.18) while

(Figure 2.2)

is

.4: 1 .0 , suggesting processes in addition to tyrosine ioniza

tion.

Tan and Woodworth

(18) converted the two absorbance

maxima from difference spectra of various metal-conalbumin
complexes into the number of tyrosines ionized per bound
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metal ion.

They obtained similar values from each of the two

bands except for Ni

2+

, but our data for vanadyl conalbumin

converts to 1.7 Tyr per VO
(Figure 2.3).

2+

at 250 nni and 2.7 at 290 nm

An analogous situation is observed for vanadyl

HST in which the 246 nm maximum converts to 1.8 Tyr per VO
and the 296 nm maximum to 2.4.

2+

(In a prior report these

values were mistakenly interconverted

(8 ).)

The exposure of

buried tryptophan functional groups to polar solvent during
binding and subsequent absorbance increase in the 290 nm
region could be responsible for these observations

(93).

Tryptophan sensitivity to metal binding has been established
for colored complexes of ferric and cupric conalbumin

(50),

and conformational changes during metal binding have been
observed in the formation of ferric conalbumin
The decreased VO

2+

binding below pH

different pH range than for Fe

3+

8

(94, 95,

96).

occurs over a

(17, 97, 98).

A dependence

of binding at different pH ranges for different metal ions
could be important if conalbumin controls the unbound metal
ion content as the egg matures;

the pH of the egg white is

7.6 at laying but increases to 9 - 9.5 within two days
The affinity for VO

2+

m

(3).

vivo relative to other metal ions

is difficult to estimate because of the apparent independence
of VO

2+

binding on HCO^

-

concentration,

metallo transferrins.

a rare situation for
I
The apparent stability constant (K^ )

for vanadyl conalbumin

(Table 2.1)

is approximately 12 orders
I
of magnitude smaller than the reported
value for ferric
HST at pH 6.7

(99).

In the case of

(VO^+ )-HST, only one site
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loses its binding capacity for V O
7.0, whereas both sites of

(VO

2+

2+

in the pH range 6.0 -

) 2 ~CA ^o so below pH 8.0.

Moreover, bicarbonate is required for VO

2+

to bind to HST

(13).
The release of nominally 3 H

+

per V O

2+

bound to con

albumin is qualified by the observation that approximately
3 H
VO

+

2+

per VO

2+

are also released by hydrolysis of unbound

(Results); the binding of Fe

3+

and Cu

2+

are accompanied

by the release of 3 H+ and 2 H+ respectively per bound ion
(17, 97).

These values also correspond to known metal hydrol-

ysis products, but the uptake of 3 H
conalbumin in the pH

6

-

8

range

+

per VO

(Results)

of 2.7 H+ per V O ^ + bound to HST at pH

6

2+

released from

and the release

(13) do not corres

pond to the expected vanadyl hydrolysis product in this pH
range

(78, 100).

Hydrolysis of coordinated H 2 O molecules

alone does not explain proton release and other factors such
as ionization of synergistic anions and protein functional
groups, e.g., tyrosines,

are probably involved.

Interesting-

_

ly, replacing HCO-,

with oxalate

(has lower pK

■5

synergistic anion does affect the pH of VO
(VO
(Fe

2+
3+

) 2 -HST

2+

I
s) as the

release m

(9, 13) and the rate of release of iron from

)2 ~CA to chick embryo red blood cells

that VO

2+

a.

(30).

can bind to conalbumin without HCOg

-

The fact

does not mean

that synergistic anions have no effect on the binding sites ,
as will be shown in Chapter III.
We believe that A, B, and C are three conformational
states of the metal binding sites.

At least three metal
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site conformations have also been found for
(11).

(VO

2+

)2 -HST

Studies by other workers support a conformational

description of conalbumin.

Tan and Woodworth

(19) subjected

apoconalbumin and various dimetal conalbumin complexes to
wide ranges of temperature, denaturant concentration,

and

pH while monitoring changes in the fluorescent intensity of
tryptophan functional groups which were related to reversible
conformational changes in the protein.

This may be related

to A, B, and C patterns depicted as a function of pH in
Figures 2.10 and 2.11.

Multiple binding site conformations

which are pH dependent have also been postulated for vanadyl
HST

(13).

In HST, the protonation of a pK

cl

= 10.0 functional

group is associated with a conformational transition; however,
the reversible conformational trends of conalbumin above pH
10

(Figure 2.10)

cannot be explained by the ionization of a

single functional group.

Price and Gibson

(65) explained

the altered EPR spectra of ferric conalbumin and ferric HST
in perchlorate ion solution as a conformational change in
duced by perchlorate, a chaotropic agent

(101).

Changes are

also induced in the EPR spectrum of vanadyl conalbumin in
the presence or absence of perchlorate

(Chapter I I I ) .

The

A, B, and C signals of conalbumin reflect the sensitivity of
EPR in detecting differences in the localized binding site
conformations which may well be related to subtle variations
in the macromolecular conformation.
properties

Differences in physical

(95), hydrogen exchange with solvent

protein-antibody complexes

(94), and

(96) indicate that ferric
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conalbumin differs in macromolecular conformation from the
apoprotein.
The g and nuclear hyperfine coupling parameters can
be used to obtain information about the ligand atoms bound
to vanadium,
ties.

the ligand field symmetries,

and bonding proper

A correlation between the isotropic g-factor

isotropic nuclear hyperfine values

(go ) and

(Aq ) (11) suggests that

the equatorial ligands in the A, B, and C conformations are
four oxygen or possibly three oxygen and one nitrogen donor
atoms.

The 12 gauss line widths used in the EPR simulation

program are somewhat larger than used for human serum trans
ferrin

(1

1

) and are consistent with nitrogen bonding which

is usually characterized by line broadening in vanadyl com
plexes.

Postulates of metal interactions with tyrosine

(18, 41, 44, 102)
deduction.

and histidine

(45, 47,

103)

support this

Arginine, proposed to interact with HCO^

ferric conalbumin

(49), may interact directly with VO

in
2+

in

vanadyl conalbumin in which the role of synergistic anions
is apparently different.

Also iron sequestering agents

developed to remove excess iron from blood feature oxygen
and nitrogen ligands in catechol and hydroxamide functional
groups

(104).
The angles of non-coincidence for the A and B con

formations and the rhombic EPR parameters for the C conforma
tion indicate that the binding site is of low symmetry.
Situations as A and B in which low symmetry VO

2+

complexes

exhibit symmetric g and nuclear hyperfine values are not
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unknown

(11).

Non-coincidence of g and nuclear hyperfine

tensors along the vanadyl V-0 bond direction
that the symmetry be C 2 or lower.

(z) require

The insensitivity of the

perpendicular lines to small angles of non-coincidence may
mask a situation in which non-coincidence actually exists
along all three molecular axes.
The observation of axially symmetric g-tensors for the
low symmetry A and B conformations can be explained by a
mechanism in which the 3d

z

2

ground state 3d 2 2 orbital
x -y
orbital coefficient

metal orbital is mixed into the
(131).

For example a negative

(vide supra) for 3dz2 would augment lobes

of the ground state molecular orbital directed along the x
molecular axis

(Figure 1.1)

and diminish the lobes along the

y direction, a situation which is analogous to a strong nega
tive crystal field along the y direction.

If the actual

crystal field happened to be stronger along the x axis,

there

would be a net reduction in anisotropy of the field at the
vanadium ion and a reduction in
sible that small

|g
i-jx - g y I and

I9 X "

9

yI•

als° p o s 

IAx - A y I
values exist for the
1

1

A and B conformations which were not clearly resolved in the
complicated vanadyl conalbumin spectra.
The variation in EPR parameters and angles of no n 
coincidence from one conformation to another could be attri
buted to a change in geometry of the ligand field about the
metal without a change in ligands.

Parameter variations

(gQ

and A q ) of similar magnitude have been observed for cis and
trans vanadyl(IV)

bis(benzoylacetonate)

(105) and for square
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planar and trigonal bipyramidal vanadyl tartrate complexes
(106).

The geometric changes ma y involve distortions in the

equatorial plane of an approximate square planar complex or
changes in the position of a fifth ligand not complexed
trans to the vanadyl oxygen
Detailed treatments

(107).
(91, 92,

105) of vanadyl-doped

single crystals have layed the ground work for analyzing VO
bound to conalbumin in low symmetry e n v i r o n m e n t s .
crystal field,

2+

In a C 2 V

the ground state of vanadium is a linear com

bination of metal atomic orbitals,

4 = a (3d 2 2 ) +
y
x -y

b (3d 2) + c(4s)
z

in which a, b, and c are atomic orbital coefficients.

When

incorporated into the vanadyl ion in a C 2 V ligand field,

the

ground state is

4 ( A X)

in which <f>

=

d2

U]

-

d2

'

4l

is a ligand group orbital of the appropriate sym-

metry composed of atomic orbitals of the equatorial ligands
I
and the vanadyl oxygen.
D 2 and D 2
are molecular orbital co
efficients,

and

is the symbol for an irreducible represen

tation of the C 2 V symmetry group.

The first excited state is

either

* (E1> - E x Z <3 dx Z > -

EXZ

(*LX Z »
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or

These orbitals are close in energy and degenerate in an en
vironment of

symmetry.

The next highest excited state is

I

t (a2 )

These equations are operated on by a spin operator composed
of terms for the electron Zeeman interaction,

spin-orbit coup

ling, and electron-nuclear hyperfine interaction

(108).

The

relatively small nuclear Zeeman and nuclear quadrupole pe r 
turbations are neglected.

The resulting equations are

equated with the diagonalized matrix elements of the spin
Hamiltonian,
atomic

giving a set of equations which express the

(a, b, and c) and molecular orbital coefficients as

functions of the diagonalized g and nuclear hyperfine compo
nents and the electronic transition energies between the
energy states

(92) .

Symmetry lower than C 2v is required for VO

24-

with non-

coincidence of the g and nuclear hyperfine tensor along the
z (vanadyl V-O)

direction.

This complicates matters in that

the g and nuclear hyperfine matrices
(A)

2

(g)

2

matrices)

(actually

2
(g ) and

are not diagonalized by the same trans-

formation matrix and off-diagonal elements involving g and
nuclear hyperfine components must be considered.

Because of

the approximation detailed in the following paragraph,

the

simpler C 2v situation is assumed for vanadyl conalbumin.
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The electronic transitions are not observable for
vanadyl conalbumin so a value of 13,000 cm - 1

was assigned

for the transition from the ground state to the

and B 2

excited states and 17,000 cm ^ for the transition to the
state.

These energies were average values for vanadyl com

pounds with g_ and A
0

formations

values similar to the conalbumin con-

0

(Table 2.4).

Kuska and Rogers

(111) have cor

related transition energies and A q values for a number of
compounds,

and White and Chasteen

and A q values.

(11) have correlated gQ

Because of the large uncertainty introduced

by assuming these values,

the small angles of non-coincidence

proposed for the A, B, and C conformations and the n o n 
degeneracy of B^ and B 2 excited states are ignored.

The

following treatment parallels a C 2 V situation.
Two parameters which appear in the equations for the
molecular orbital coefficients are the vanadium spin-orbit
coupling constant and the direct dipolar interaction term
which are assigned values of 170 cm ^ and 128 x 10 ^ cm
respectively
bitrary,

(92) .

Since these parameters are somewhat ar

the relative,

and not absolute, values of the orbi

tal coefficients are significant.

The vanadium contribution

to the ground state is assumed to be only 3dx 2_y 2
b, c = 0) which proves to be justified.

(a =

1

;

In the computations

Ax' A y' anc^ A z are ass;*-9ne(^ negative signs.

The squared

molecular orbital coefficients are listed in Table 2.5.
The

(D2 )

2

values indicate that the ground states of

the three conformations are dominated by the vanadium orbital
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Table 2.4
EPR and Electronic Transition Parameters
for VO

gQ
VO (quin) 2 ^

1.961

2+

Complexes

Aq
91.9 x 10 4cm ^

V0(C 2 0 4 )*2H 2 0C

1.961

94 x 10 ~

V0(acac)2d

1.971

VO(acac)2e

1.968

AE(B1 )a

AE(A2 )a

13 kK

17 kK

12.6

16.7

95.3 x 10 - 4

13

17

93.9 x 10 - 4

13

17

4

The transition energies between the ground state and
B-^ or A 2 exicted states.
B-^ and B 2 states are degenerate
for these complexes.
^Bis(2 m e t h y l - 8 -quinotinolato)

complex

Oxalate complex in Ti host lattice

(91).

(109).

Acetylacetonato complex in pyridine

(110).

Acetylacetonato complex in methanol

(110).
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Table 2.5
Squared Molecular Orbital Coefficients
for Vanadyl Conalbumin

(D2

aE

xz

) 2

(Dx

) 2

(E)2'

0.97

0.80

1 . 2 2

0.98

0.84

1.09

0.93

0 . 8 6

1.05

= E

yz

= E for axial treatment,
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(a value of

1 . 0

indicates no contribution from the ligand

orbitals, i.e., a 100% ionic bond, while 0.5 is character
istic of purely covalent bond)

with little electron delocal

ization onto the ligand orbitals.

Delocalization of the u n 

paired electron onto the ligands, probably by in-plane irbond, with the ir-orbitals of the equatorial ligands,

is

most important in C.
The m - p l a n e cr-bonding coefficients
some covalent bonding in each conformation.

(D^)

2

indicate

This is expected,

seeing as the 3dx^ orbital is directed at the ligands in the
assumed C»
2

The

v

environment.
(E)

2

values indicate that there is little covalent

interaction with the axial vanadyl oxygen or the out-ofplane ir orbitals of the equatorial ligand.
Values for
2
(E)
> 1 are physically meaningless and are possibly caused
by assuming incorrect values for the electronic transition
energies or the spin-orbit coupling and dipolar interaction
constants.

A spin-orbit coupling constant of 200 cm ^ which

characterizes a higher oxidation state of vanadium
lowers the

(E)

2

values below 1.

1 2

)

This is shifting the expres

sion of ionic character from the molecular orbitals
field theory)

(1

(ligand

to the spin-orbit coupling constant of a higher

oxidation state

(valence bond theory)

and offers no chemically

significant insight.
In C^v symmetry the isotropic electron-nuclear hyper
fine coupling value

(Aq ) is attributed to the indirect spin

polarization of electron density in the 2s and 3s orbitals
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of vanadium by the unpaired 3d electron;

the 3d orbitals

have zero probability of electron density at the nucleus,
thus requiring such a mechanism to account for A q .
and lower symmetry,

In C 2 V

the 4s contribution to the vanadium

ground state contributes some unpaired spin density of o p 
posite sign at the vanadium nucleus
tion), resulting in a smaller A q .

(direct spin polarizaIf -100 x 10

—4

cm

-1

is

assigned as the contribution of indirect spin polarization
(92) to A q and if the difference between this value and the
experimental A q is attributed to 4s spin density,
of the 4s atomic orbital coefficient,
as a fraction of the A
generate

(+1100 x 10

-4

o

the square

2
c , can be estimated

value which a 4s electron would
cm

-1

).

Table 2.6 shows that the a s 

sumption a >> c is justified and that the largest 4s contri
bution to the ground state is in the rhombic C, the conforma
tion which most likely has the lowest symmetry.
A small contribution of the 3d
ground state explains observed
isotropies

2

atomic orbital to the

|gx - g^. | and

(.0047 and 5.2 ± 2 x 10 ^ cm ^

cis-bis(benzoylacetonate)

|A x - A^ j an

of V02+ in a zinc

ethanolate host lattice

which are similar to those in C

(.004 and 6.9 x 10

(105)
-4

cm

-1

).

The 3 dz^
o atomic orbital coefficient b = -0.0281 verifies
that the approximations that a =

1

and a >> b are good ones.

Summary
A conformational state model is proposed for VO

2+

binding to CA in which the three low symmetry metal site
conformations probably differ from one another in the
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Table 2.6
Squared 4s Atomic Orbital Coefficients
of Vanadyl Conalbumin

(-100 x 10~ 4 c m ~ 1 )~A0 a
-3.9 x 10- 4 c m -

1

2

.0035

-5.4 x 10 "

4

.0049

-8.2 x 10 "

4

.0074

aA Q is negative for V 0 2 + .
k

|c2 |b

(-1

0

0

x

1 0

4

cm'*')

c
+ 1 1 0 0

x

1 0

""4cm
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geometrical arrangement of the ligands about the metal.
Studies reported in Chapter III show that both metal sites
exist in all three conformations.
dence of the g

z

and A

z

The observed non-coinci

tensor components is possibly due to

the presence of a fifth ligand atom not coordinated perfectly
trans to the vanadyl oxygen or by a large distortion in the
equatorial plane of the square pyramidal or square bipyramidal coordination geometry normally found for V O
The metal binding site

(and protein)

2+

complexes.

conformations reported

here may be important in the uptake and release of metal
ions by CA in v i v o .

Several differences as well as similar

ities between the metal binding properties of CA and HST are
evident from the studies reported here.

CHAPTER III
MIXED METAL AND ANION BINDING STUDIES

Introduction
The previous chapter has shown that the metal sites
of conalbumin exist in at least three interconvertible conformational s t a t e s .
ion are reported,

Here conformational preferences by VO

and mixed Fe

3+

, VO

2+

2+

conalbumins are

examined to establish which conformations belong to which
sites.

Data is presented indicating that site-site inter

actions take place in this protein.

The synergistic anion

binding properties of CA are shown to be quite different from
the related protein human serotransferrin.

A dependence of

metal site conformation on anion binding is demonstrated for
the first time with conalbumin.

Sensitivity to non-syner-

gistic anions and to solvent changes may reflect a dependence
of site conformations on the macromolecular conformation.

Experimental
The EPR techniques and preparation of apoconalbumin,
aqueous vanadyl sulfate, and vanadyl conalbumin were as p r e 
viously described in Chapter II.
Iron was added to apoconalbumin in the form of ferric
chloride,
triacetate
7.8 x 10

—2

ferrous ammonium sulfate, or ferric mononitrilo(NTA)

solution.

The iron concentration of the

F FeCl^ solution, pH 2.3, was determined by atomic
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absorption spectroscopy.

The 0.10 F solution of Fe(II),

pH 3-4, was prepared immediately before use by dissolving
Fe(II) (NH^)

2

(SO^)2 *6 ^ 0

in water.

The 0.10 F solution of

Fe(III)(NTA), pH ^ 4, was also prepared immediately before
use by vigorously mixing 0.78 m L of 0.10 F NTA, pH 8.4, with
1.0 mL of 7.8 x 10 ^ F FeCl^, pH 2, followed by the slow ad
dition of 200 yL of 2.5% NaOH.

No hydrous ferric oxide pr e 

cipitate was observed during this procedure.
A salmon pink color, characteristic of ferric conalbumxn, immediately formed when 7.8 x 10
to colorless v5 x 10
pH a, 9.

-4

-2

F FeCl^ was added

M apoconalbumin in ^5 x 10

-3

F NaHCO^,

The solution was equilibrated for a minimum of 24

hrs. to insure quantitative binding.
was maintained above pH 6.5

The protein solution

(97) when 0.10 F Fe(II) ( N H ^ ^ -

( S O ^ ^ was added

to 0 , 5 x 10 ^ M apoconalbumin in ^5 x 10 ^

NaHCO^, pH 'v 9.

Rapid color formation indicated ferric ion

binding;

again a 24 hr. equilibration followed.

Conditions favoring Fe(III)

binding to either the N-

terminal or C-terminal site were closely followed

(70).

Lyophilized apoconalbumin was dissolved in 0.10 F tris-HCl
(tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane), pH 8.1 or 0.050 F MES
(4-morpholineethanesulfonic acid),

0.020 F N a H C O ^ , pH 6.0,

to make 200 yL aliquots of 1 mM apoconalbumin,

followed by

additions of 0.8

or 1.2 ferric equivalents with 0.10 F

Fe(III)(NTA)

24 hr. equilibrations.

and

A distribution

ratio of iron between the N-terminal and C-terminal sites
of 4.5:1 and 2:1 is expected for 40% and 60% iron-saturated

F
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protein respectively in pH 8.1,

0.10 F tris while an N:C

ratio of 0.5:1 is expected for both 40% and 60% saturation
in pH 6.0,

0.050 F MES.

The NTA, unbound iron, and buffer

components were removed by Sephadex G-25 chromatography

(10)

or most often by multiple dilutions and concentrations in a
10 mL Amicon ultrafiltration cell fitted with a PM-30 Amicon
membrane

(M. W. cut-off ^ 30,000)

under 30 psi N 3 pressure.

Four dilutions and concentrations with 10-fold volumes of
5 x 10 3 F NaHCO^,

0.1 F N a C l O ^ , pH 9.9

(53) were followed

by five dilutions and concentrations with 10-fold volumes of
5 x 10~3 F N a H C 0 3 , pH 10.1.

In the case of 0.050 F MES

buffer, an initial dilution and concentration with a 20-fold
volume of 0.050 F MES,
HCC>3~ -CIO^

0.020 F N a H C 0 3 , pH 6.0 preceded the

series in order to minimize N T A and unbound

iron before raising the pH.
hood of Fe

3+

redistributing

NT A would increase the likeli(51, 69)

toaN:C

ratio which

would be characteristic of the basic pH of the HCC>3
solution.

“CIO^

Virtually all the protein was recovered from the

ultrafiltration cell in a ^300 yL sample.

The amount of iron

(III) bound to conalbumin was determined from the absorbance

1%

at 470 nm, using E^ cm = 0.620 for the iron saturated p r o 
tein
10

3

(113) which converts to a molar absorptivity = 4.8 x
M

—1

cm

—1

for a 76,600 molecular weight.

The introduction of VO

2+

into partially saturated

ferric conalbumin with VOSO^ solution followed the procedure
used for apoconalbumin in Chapter II.

Normally iron was
94.
bound first to apoconalbumin because the VO
tends to be
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oxidized during the Fe addition procedures.

The quantita

tive binding of iron introduced as FeCl^ requires a much
longer time
and Fe(II)

(61) than 5 minutes which is suitable for VO

2+

,

requires exposure to air.

Extensive purging with N 2 (g) at pH 4.7 was used to
remove bicarbonate from apoconalbumin
protein is irreversibly altered
of 1/5 x 10

-4

(26).

(9); below pH 4.7 the
Approximately 300 yL

M apoprotein was lowered to pH 4.7 with 0.1 N

HC1 while stirring in a sealed sidearmed tube fitted with a
pH electrode and then purged with N 2 (g) for 30 minutes
(Figure 2.1).
free NH^(g)

The pH was raised to pH 8-10 with bicarbonate

generated by bubbling N 2 (g) through a solution

of equal amounts of concentrated NH^OH and 25% NaOH with
added CaCl2 (s); additions of metal ions and/or suspected
synergistic anions

(i.e., HCO^

and oxalate)

followed.

In

order to insure pH control and accurate HCO^ /CA ratios,
each sample used in studying the effects of the HCO^ /CA
ratio on vanadyl binding
pared.

(Figure 3.12) was independently pre

Protein precipitation was observed at 'vpH 6 if ad

ditions of metals were made prior to elevating the pH.

Bi

carbonate was added as 0.09 F NaHCO^ and oxalate as N 2~
purged 0.1 F

pH 5.

The possibility of introducing

bicarbonate into the conalbumin solution through the pH
electrode was checked by using 1% bromthymol blue in place
of the pH electrode to monitor transitions from acidic to
basic pH ranges during the preparation of low-bicarbonate
vanadyl conalbumin.

The EPR spectra were identical to low
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bicarbonate spectra achieved with the pH electrode.
The efficiency of the ^ - p u r g e d method in removing
HCO^

was tested under two sets of conditions by using

labeled HCO^

-

, introduced as 1.3 x 10

-2

C-

F N a H C O ^ , 0.10 mCi/

mL, pH 8.9, which was prepared from N a 2
0.25 mci in 3.5 mg

14

14

C 0 3 containing

(New England Nuclear).

In one experiment,

the solution at pH 4.7 was purged with N 2 (g) for 10 min.,
followed by an increase in pH to 9 with N H ^ ( g ) , addition of
two equivalents of H

14

CO^

per CA, and equilibration at pH

9 for ^4 hrs. under N 2 atmosphere.

The second experiment

was also initiated with a brief N 2 (g) purge at pH 4.7,
14

. .
per CA, and equili

duction of

four equivalents of H

bration at

pH 6for ^4 hrs. under N 2 (g) atmosphere.

tions from

both experiments were

30 min. at

pH 4.7 and each mixed with 20 mL of Aquasol scin

tillation fluid.
dicated that H

14

CO^

intro-

then purged with N 2 (g) for

The scintillation counts
CO^

-1

Solu

(Table 3.1)

in-

was quantitatively removed from each

apoconalbumin solution.

An unpurged

14

C-labeled protein

g

solution had 2-3 x 10

cpm versus 700-1500 cpm for the purged

solutions; background was 100-200 cpm.

The brief,

initial

purge at pH 4.7 depletes the system of natural HCO^
favors exchange of protein-bound HCO^
HCC>3 .

-

with the

14

and

C-labeled

The equilibration condition at pH 9 is in a pH range

where the bicarbonate form of the anion is favored and maximum binding of 2 VO

2+

per CA is observed.

The pH 6 equili

bration is in a pH range where exchange of bound anions has
been observed

(55).

Table 3.1
Scintillation Countsa

Sample

h

Counts

2°

16

Unpurged sample

(.10)

332,339

(.10)

Counts per Minute

160

3.3 x 10

Purged pH 9 sample

145

(.10)

1450

Purged pH 6 sample

69

(.10)

690

A Nuclear-Chicago Unilux liquid scintillation
counter was used with the lower attenuator set on the G-50
channel.
Id

Samples were mixed with 20 mL of Aquasol scintilla
tion fluid.
°Counting period in minute's.
See text for details.
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The formation rate of the salmon pink Fe(III)
bumin cctnplex was studied as a function of HCO^

conal

concentra

tion by monitoring increases in absorbance at 470 nm on a
dual beam Cary 14 spectrophotometer.
Fe(II),

Two equivalents of

in the form of freshly prepared 0.10 F F e(II)(NH^)2~

(S0^)2 # pH 3-4, were added to 300 uL of 6-9 x 10

-4

M apocon

albumin, pH 9, which had been N 2~purged at pH 4.7 and
adjusted to pH 9 with bicarbonate-free N H ^ ( g ) .

This solution

was mixed wit h approximately 2.5 mL of N 2~purged H 20, pH 4,
in a serum-capped, N 2~flushed,
proximately 1 x 10
mately pH 8.

-4

3 mL cuvette,

giving an ap-

M apoconalbumin solution,

Bicarbonate was added first

at approxi

(114) with 0.090 F

NaHCO^ followed by 0 2 (g) which was blown over the solution
surface by means of inlet and outlet syringes.
Additions of 4.7 F NaClO^, 4.7 F NaCl, and 1.8 F N-2
I
hydroxyethylpiperazine-N-2-ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) solu
tions to the protein in bicarbonate solution were made after
VO

2+

binding;

otherwise protein precipitation was observed

with addition of small increments of acidic, pH ^ 2, VOSO^
solution.

This observation is consistent with reports of

increased stability of the metal protein relative to apocon
albumin

(3, 17,

19, 63,

115,

116).

A solution of conalbumin in D 20 was prepared by d i s 
solving lyophilized apoconalbumin in 99.9% D 20 and equili
brating for approximately two weeks at 4°C and pD = 7.7.
The pD is equal to 0.4+ pH meter reading where pH meter is
standardized against hydrogen ion buffers.

Addition of
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2+

VO(ag)

caused less than

1

% dilution with

^

1

0

; HCO^

—

was

added as solid NaHCO^.

Results
Figure 3.1 shows the dependence of the vanadium EPR
spectrum on the VO

2+

/ C A ratio at pH 9.

A, B, and C conformations on VO
out the pH 8-11 range
characteristic m

2+

This dependence of

/CA is also observed through

(Figure 3.2).

The.most noticeable

the pH 8-9 range is the preference of VO

for the A conformation at lower VO

2+

/CA ratios;

2+

the relative

contributions of B and C increase with increased VO

2+

binding.

At pH 11 the B conformation predominates and is fairly independent of the VO

2+

/CA ratio while at pH 10 VO

2+

is nearly

equally bound in the three conformations with C being somewhat more predominant as VO
The 50% Fe

3+

, 50% VO

2+
2+

/CA increases.
saturated mixed metal conalbumin

prepared with Fe(II) ( N H ^ ^ C S O ^ ^

followed by VO ^ + has X and

Q-band vanadyl ion spectra at pH

-8

and 10 which show marked

reduction in the A signals related to the C signals
3.3, 3.4,

3.5,

3.6).

(Figures

The pH 10 spectra were essential to

appreciate the rhombic nature of the C conformation.
spectra

are observed when Fe

3+

.
is added m

FeCl^ solution either before or after VO
4.3, X-band EPR spectrum of bound Fe
tered by the presence of bound VO

2+

3+

2+

Similar

the form of
binding.

The g =

is not noticeably al-

(Figure 3.7).

At pH 11 the mixed metal spectrum shows significant
amounts of B and C signals
of the 100% VO

2+

(Figure 3.8) whereas the spectrum

saturated protein was mostly B signal

ft},
-A .
A .

VO/C A
0.5

0.6

1.0

1.7

JV
2900 G

2700 G

Figure 3.1.
(-•7/2)|( and

2.0

Dependence of intensity patterns of

(-5/2)N lines on V O

2+

to conalbumin ratio at

pH 9.0 and protein is 0.5 m M in 5.0 m M N a H C O ^ .
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PH 8
1.0

2.0

G O -

P H 10
0.6

P H11
1 •0

1-7

2.0 s-VO/CA

4020
ABC
Figure 3.2.
in pH 8-11 range.

Variation of A, B, and C intensities with V 0 2+ to conalbumin ratio
Relative peak heights from

ratios are presented for each pH.
TJo

A

O

4-

1

A

T7

Data for pH

(-7/2)|( line are on y axis.
8

Two V 0 2+/CA

and 10 from X-band, pH 11 from Q-band.

•. : j S g ;

^

S

S

3 : : . a ; a s g

MBSroms

1FE/IVO/CA
(C,A,B)
v V .L* r

34006

Figure 3.3.

X-band spectrum of 1 Fe

3+

, 1 VO

Protein concentration 0.41 m M in 4.1 m M NaHCOg.
Modulation amplitude 5 G at 100 kHz.

2+

PH 8

3800 G

per conalbumin at pH 8.0 and 77 K.

Iron introduced as Fe(II) (NH4 ) 2 (SC>4 ) 2 .

A B

12.700G

Figure 3.4.

Q-band spectrum of 1 Fe

tions as in Figure 3.3.

3+

, 1 VO

13/1 O O G

24-

per conalbumin at pH 8.0.

Condi

cc

3400G

Figure 3.5.

3800 G

X-band spectrum of 1 Fe'**, 1 V 0 ^ + per conalbumin at pH 10.0 and 77 K.

Conditions as in Figure 3.3.
00

1FE ,1V O /C A

2 V O /C A

12700 G

Figure 3.6.

Q-band spectrum of 1 Fe

conalbumin at pH 10.0.

1 3 100 G

3+

,1

VO

24-

per

Protein concentration is 0.5 m M in

5.0 mM N a H C O ^ .

Iron added as Fe(II) ( N H ^ ) 2 (SO^)2>

segments of 2 VO

24/CA from Figure 2.14.

Spectral

1200G
Figure 3.7.
conalbumin.

X-band spectra

1500G
(g = 4.3) of diferric conalbumin and of 1 Fe

Protein concentration 0.41 m M in 20 m M NaHCO^, pH 9.5.

3+

,1

VO

2+

Modulation amplitude
00

10 G at 100 kHz.

o

PE ,VO-CA
PH 11
A..BC A B C

3400 G
Figure 3.8.
77 K.

X-band spectrum of 0.8 Fe

3+

, 1.2 V O

Protein concentration 0.8 m M in 5 m M NaHCO^.

2+

per conalbumin at pH 11.0 and

Iron introduced as Fe(III)NTA.

field features also shown expanded 10-fold horizontally.
100 kHz.

3800G

Modulation amplitude 5 G at

Low
oo
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(Figure 2.9) which suggests that binding at one site affects
the conformation of the other site.
The ability to preferentially bind Fe
C-terminal site

(see Experimental,

3+

to the N or

and Williams & Evans

(70))

allows one to relate the three conformations to the two
binding sites.

No significant differences in the vanadyl

ion EPR spectra at pH
with Fe

3+

8

or 10 are observed between conalbumin

.
predominantly m

the N-terminal site or m

the C-

terminal site.

This suggests that each site assumes all three

conformations.

The quality of our spectra and uncertainty

of the relative occupancy of the two sites with Fe

3+

does not

allow us to establish whether the distribution between con
formations is exactly the same at both sites.
of redistribution of Fe
VO

2+

3+

between sites prior to or after

.

.

binding appears unlikely m

rate of Fe
agents

3+

at basic pH m

(51, 69).

.

view of the slow migration

the absence of iron-chelating

Moreover gel electrophoresis of partially

saturated ferric HST in

6

M urea indicate that VO

does not catalyze the migration of Fe
The H

14

The possibility

CO3

3+

2+

binding

between sites

(117).

experiments established the efficiency

of the N 2 purge method in removing HCO^

; only harsh condi

tions which would irreversibly alter conalbumin

(26) could

guarantee the absence of strongly bound HCO^

Experiments

.

with low bicarbonate solutions of conalbumin lead to some
unexpected results.
indicates that VO
ment

2+

(Figure 3.9).

An anisotropic,

room-temperature signal

is bound to conalbumin in one environ
The intensity of the room-temperature

ROOM T.
NO HCO.

3300G

Figure 3.9.

3600G

Room temperature spectrum of divanadyl

conalbumin at X-band without bicarbonate at pH 8.5.
concentration 0.29 mM.

Protein

Modulation amplitude 5 G at 100 kHz.
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X-band spectrum at pH 8.5 showed that two VO

2+

ions bind

conalbumin even when precautions are taken to exclude b i 
carbonate from the solution,

the signal height and line

width of the most intense line being equal to that in 14fold molar excess HCO^
0.8 V O

2+

.

A parallel experiment showed only

bound to HST which agrees with published data

(9).

The X- and Q-band spectra of the low bicarbonate solution
of conalbumin measured at 77 K consisted almost completely
of B resonances

(Figures 3.10,

3.11)

similar to those o b 

tained for the protein in excess bicarbonate at pH 11
(Figures 2.9 and 2.15).

The shape of the 77 K, low HCO^",

X-band spectrum was independent of the percent saturation
of the protein with VO
a 2 VO

2+

2+

.

Addition of 1 HCO^

-

equivalent to

per CA solution changed the EPR spectrum from a B

pattern to A B C
added, up to

1 0

(Figure 3.12).
equivalents,

As additional H C 0 3~ was

the relative intensities of

the A and C resonances gradually increase,
one equivalent of V O

2+

remains

bound in the B conformation.

This is most clearly seen at the
B, and C overlap less than at

until nominally

(— 7/2),,

(-5/2)n .

position where A,
Further small spec

tral changes were observed up to 1 F NaHCO^ which were simi
lar to those in the presence of high concentrations of
NaC10 4

and NaCl

(vide i n f r a ) .

The addition of a 10-fold molar excess of oxalate,
reported synergistic anion for vanadyl HST
conalbumin

(17, 118)

to a low HCO^

—

(9) and ferric

solution of 2 V O

2+

per

CA brings about a change in the 77 K, X-band spectrum from

a

NO HCQ

"V

3400G

Figure 3.10.

X-band of divanadyl conalbumin without

bicarbonate at pH 9 and 77 K.
mM.

3800G

Protein concentration 0.49

Conditions as in Figure 3.9.

NO HCQ

12,6 0 0 G

Figure 3.11.

Q-band spectrum of divanadyl conalbumin

without bicarbonate at pH 9.4.
mM.

13,000 G

Protein concentration 0.4 9

Conditions as in Figure 3.9.

2700 G

Figure 3.12.
(— 7/2)tj and

(-5/2)N

2900G

Dependence of intensity patterns of
lines of divanadyl conalbumin on

bicarbonate to conalbumin ratio at pH 9.1.
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B to A 'B C ' (Figure 3.13).
lapping lines,

Within the limitations of over

the B resonance positions are unchanged while

two new sets of lines, A' and C ' , grow in at the expense of
the B signals.

Unlike C, conformation C

1

does not have

rhombic features in the perpendicular region of the EPR
spectrum

(Cx and C

in Figures 2.8,

3.3 and 3.5).

The room-

temperature, X-band, EPR spectrum with 30-fold excess oxalate
at low HCO^

concentration is anisotropic,

indicating the

absence of small monomeric vanadyl oxalate complexes
3.14).

(Figure

The A', B, and C' conformations are resolved in the

(—7/2)j| resonance line.
Nitrilotriacetate

(NTA)

tic anion for vanadyl HST
band spectrum of 2 VO
with a

2 0

2+

also proved to be a synergis

(9); but the room-temperature, X-

+2

NTA + 2 CA, without HCO^

-fold molar excess,

-

or

showed the isotropic signal of

a vanadyl N T A complex overlapping the anisotropic vanadyl
conalbumin signal

(Figure 3.15).

Likewise the spectrum of

vanadyl conalbumin in 0.1 F tris-HCl,
by the overlapping,
plex

pH 8.1, was dominated

isotropic signal of a vanadyl tris com

(Figure 3.16).
The spectrophotometric monitoring of Fe

470 nm showed approximately one Fe

3+

2+

slow (approximately
increased HCO^

binding at

binds rapidly in a

colored complex following oxygenation of a
CA solution of Fe

3+

1

or

2

HCO^

but the binding of the second Fe
1 0 0

hrs.)

concentration

the solution before HCO^

3+

per
is

and becomes more rapid with
(Figure 3.17).

Oxygenation of

addition inhibits the formation of

2VO/CA

IN

OXALATE

H
C
°3-nt
-/TV
ABC ABC
3400 G

Figure 3.13.

3800 G

X-band spectrum of divanadyl conalbumin

in oxalate at pH 10 and 77 K without bicarbonate.
concentration 0.5 m M in 5.0 m M oxalate.

Expanded section

compares features of oxalate spectrum with that of
CA, pH 10, in 10-fold molar excess HCO^

Protein

(VO

(Figure 2.8).

2+

)

OXALATE
B C ‘

3200 G

Figure 3.14.

3600G

Room temperature spectrum of divanadyl

conalbumin at X-band in oxalate at pH 8.5.
tration 0.48 m M in 15 m M oxalate.
at 100 kHz.

Protein concen

Modulation amplitude 5 G

3 3 00G
Figure 3.15.
m

presence of NTA.

trations 0.49 mM.

3700G

Room temperature spectrum of vanadyl conalbumin at X-band at pH 9.5
Protein concentration 0.49 mM in 10 m M NaHCO^.
Lines mark eight isotropic lines of V O ( N T A ) .

VO

2+

and NTA concen

Modulation amplitude 5 G
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Figure 3.16.
1.2 V O

2+

Signal is

Room temperature spectrum of 0.8 Fe

per conalbumin at X-band in 0.1 M Tris-HCl,
100% VO

2+

-tris complex.

3+

,

pH 8.1.

Modulation amplitude

FE7CA

2FE
Figure 3.17.

Iron(III)

binding to conalbumin monitored by absorbance at 470 nm.

Used molar absorptivity of 2.4 x 10^ M ^ m ^ per bound Fe^+ .

Similar results obtain for
io

1-10 HCC>3

per CA.

See Experimental for details.
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a 470 nm-absorbing complex, possibly because the kinetics
now reflects Fe
However,

m

3+

binding which is a slower process

a large excess of Fe

2+

and HCC>3

-

(61).

oxygenation

. . .
3+
initiates rapid binding of 2 Fe
per CA.
The possibility of a colorless ferric conalbumin com
plex initially forming was the reason for recording the 77 K,
X-band spectrum of oxygenated 2 Fe
of HCC>3

.

2+

+ 1 CA in the absence

An unusual purple color and abnormal iron EPR

spectrum were observed
molar excess HCO^

(Figure 3.18).

Addition of 10-fold

relative to the protein initiated a

change to salmon pink and to a normal EPR spectrum
3.18).

(Figure

Note that both the g ^ 4.3 and g - 8-9 regions of

the spectrum are affected.

A purple ferric-HST-EDTA complex

with an absorption maximum at 520 nm and an atypical EPR
spectrum
HST-NTA

(52) have been reported.

The EPR spectrum ferric-

(52) resembles the abnormal conalbumin spectrum.

The effects of small changes in the axial and equatorial
ligand field on high spin, Fe
elucidated

3+

EPR spectra are not easily

(119); the significance of this unusual conal

bumin spectrum has not been established.
The EPR spectrum of vanadyl conalbumin is sensitive to
a number of variables.

The variation of perchlorate concen

tration from 0.4 to 1.9 F causes increased spectral perturba
tion at X-band

(Figure 3.19,

3.20,

3.21).

Alterations in

the details of the low field parallel and perpendicular res
onances are most noticeable, while at Q-band,

two prominent

features are seen in the perpendicular region which are

PURPLE

PINK

11006

Figure 3.18.

1400G

X-band spectrum of 2 Fe

2+

per conalbumin in oxygenated solution

without and with bicarbonate at pH 9.5 and 77 K.
m M bicarbonate in bottom spectrum.

Protein concentration 0.56 m M and 5.6

Modulation amplitude 10 G at 100 kHz.

0.4MCLQ

3400 G

Figure 3.19.

X-band spectrum of divanadyl conalbumin

in 0.4 F NaClO^ at pH 8.0 and 77 K.
0.4 m M in 4 m M NaHCO^.
The

(— 7/ 2 )u and

Protein concentration

Modulation amplitude 5 G at 100 kHz.

(— 5/2) (( lines in

0.4 M, 0.85 M, and 1.9 M C10 4
fold expanded scale.

3800G

(from the top)

0 M CIO^,

are shown on horizontally 10-
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3400G

Figure 3.20.

X-band spectrum of divanadyl conalbumin

in 0.85 F NaClO^ at pH 8.0 and 77 K.
Figure 3.19.

3800G

Conditions as in

98

1.9 MC LOT

3400G - . 3800G

Figure 3.21.

X-band spectrum of divanadyl conalbumin

in 1.9 F NaClO^ at pH 8.0. and 77 K.

Conditions as in Figure

3.19.

i
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unresolved without perchlorate

(Figures 3.22,

3.23,

3.24).

The spectra are more sensitive to changes at the Q-band fre
quency.

At 1.9 F ClO^

a loss of EPR signal intensity and

an uneven baseline suggest that C10^~,

a chaotropic anion

(101) , is diminishing the binding capacity for VO

2+

ions,

possibly by inducing conformational changes in conalbumin.
Alterations in the EPR spectra of ferric conalbumin
of N and C-terminal iron fragments
CIO^

(65) and

(31) in the presence of

anions have been attributed to conformational changes

induced by the chaotropic agent.
causes reduced Fe

3+

Another denaturant,

urea,

binding capacity at high concentrations

(47) and definitely causes changes in the overall structure
of the macromolecule

(120).

High concentrations of NaCl,

which is not strongly chaotropic,

also induces changes in

the EPR spectrum of vanadyl conalbumin

(Figure 3.25)

are somewhat analogous to those with N a C l O ^ .
interaction between CIO^
established;

Cl

which

A mechanism of

, Cl , and conalbumin has not been

ions are known to bind to conalbumin,

in

crease the rate of acid denaturation, and affect the isoionic
pH
VO

(115).

2+

Bicarbonate is a third anion which perturbs the

EPR spectrum at high concentrations

(Figure 3.26),

sug

gesting a generalized conalbumin-anion interaction which is
not specific to the above-mentioned anions and to which the
macromolecular conformation of conalbumin responds.
The substitution of D 2 O for K 2 O as the solvent gave
X- and Q-band vanadyl EPR spectra showing three binding site
conformations which were not related in a simple manner to

Q4MCL07

12^00 e

Figure 3.22.
in 0.4 F N a C 1 0 4

12,700 e

Q-band spectrum of divanadyl conalbumin

at pH 8.0.

Conditions as in Figure 3.19.

Top features are in HCO^- only solution.

Arrows point to

two lines not resolved in absence of NaClO^.
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0.85 M _
.CLQ

12,300 G 127 00G

Figure 3.23.

Q-band spectrum of divanadyl conalbumin

in 0.85 F NaClO^ at pH 8.0.

Arrows point to features not

resolved in absence of NaClO^.

Conditions as in Figure 3.19.

1.9 M C LQ,

12,3 0 0 G

Figure 3.24.

1 2,700G

Q-band spectrum of divanadyl conalbumin

in 1.9 F NaClO^ at pH 8.0.

Arrows point to features not

resolved in absence of N a C l O ^ .

Conditions as in Figure 3.19.

1.0 M C L

3000 G

Figure 3.25.

3400G

X-band spectrum of divanadyl conalbumin

in 1.0 F NaCl at pH 9.0 and 77 K.
m M in 2.3 m M N a H C O ^ .

Protein concentration 0.23

Modulation amplitude 5 G at 100 kHz.

The top features are for 1.0 F N a C l O ^ , pH 9.0.
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0.45 M HCQ
___ A

3000 G

Figure 3.26.

3400 G

X-band spectrum of divanadyl conalbumin

in 0.45 F NaHCOg at pH 9.3 and 77 K.
0.25 mM.

Protein concentration

Modulation amplitude 5 G at 100 kHz.

i
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the three-component spectra observed in E^O
3.28).

A simple spectral variation,

(Figure 3.27 and

e.g., a narrowing of

line widths if exchangeable protons of coordinated H 2 0 m o l e 
cules are replaced with deuteriums of coordinated D 20
121) does not explain the situation.
recorded at low HCO^

(56,

The Q-band spectrum

comcentration, pD 9.4

(Figure 3.29),

was quite distinct from the pD 9.5 spectrum in excess HCO^
(Figure 3.28), but the domination of a single conformation
was not observed as was the case with the B conformation in
H 20

(Figure 3.11).

Discussion
The preferential binding of VO
at low V O

2+

/CA ratios

2+

.

m

(Figures 3.1 and 3.2)

m t e n s i t y of the A-resonances when Fe
after VO

2+

3+

the A-conformation
and the decreased

is bound before or

binding in the mixed metal conalbumins could be

evidence that the "A-conformation" is favored by both metal
ions.

Alternatively,

interactions between the two binding

sites could explain these observations.

Such interactions

do take place at pH 11 as evidenced by the B-type spectrum of
100% VO

2+

saturated CA versus the B C spectrum of the mixed

metal complex

(Figure 3.8).

It has been recently shown that

with HST, iron binding at one site affects the EPR spectrum
of Cu^+ bound at the other

(1

2 2

).

The mixed metal studies reported here demonstrate that
the three conformations occur at each of the two sites.
is in accord with the Fe

3+

This

EPR study of the N and C-terminal

binding fragments of CA showing that at least two conformations

106

DP

OOG

Figure 3.27.

X-band spectrum of divanadyl conalbumin

in D 20 at pD 10.0 and 77 K.
in 4.6 m M NaHCO-j.

3500G

Protein concentration 0.46 m M

Modulation amplitude 5 G at 100 kHz.

Three binding site conformations designated 1, 2, and 3.

)
I
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DO

12,300 G

Figure 3.28.
in D 2 O at pD 9.5.

12,70OG

Q-band spectrum of divanadyl conalbumin
Conditions as in Figure 3.27.

binding site conformations designated 1, 2, and 3.

Three

d2o

NOHCO

12,3 0 0 G

Figure 3.29.

12,7 0 0 G

Q-band spectrum of divanadyl conalbumin

in D 2 O without bicarbonate at pD ,9.4.
0.46 mM.

Protein concentration

Modulation amplitude 5 G at 100 kHz.
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exist for each site

(6

6

).

A reinvestigation

equilibrium products of Fe(III)(NTA)
tns-HCl,

(64) of the

and conalbumin in 0.1 F

pH 8.1, used here to preferentially bind Fe

the N-terminal sites,

3+ .
m

showed that in addition to N-terminal

monoferric and diferric conalbumin
monoferric complex is present.

(70)

some C-terminal

This increases the uncer

tainty in the conclusion drawn from the mixed metal conal
bumin study that the conformational environments of each site
are similar.
Two VO

24-

ions bind to CA in the "absence" of HCO^

—

.

This is in contrast to the situation w ith HST where the anion
is required for binding

(9).

Other data suggest that syner

gistic anions may not always be required in metal ion binding
to the transferrins.

Possibly two Fe

bumin when only one anion is bound
HST in the absence of HCO^

3+

(55) and one Cu

(VO

2+

binds to

, giving an EPR spectrum which

changes attending the addition of HCO^
sites of

ions bind to conal-

(56).

Both metal

24) 2 -ca exist in the B-conformation in solutions

substantially free of H C 0 3_ .

The change in metal site con

formation from B to A and C, or A' and C ' , upon addition of
bicarbonate or oxalate, respectively,

indicates that these

anions stabilize the latter conformations.
The observation that the B conformation predominates
at pH 11 in bicarbonate solution suggests that the form of
the bound anion may be HCO^
of the HCO_
j

and not CO^

form of the anion

(pK

a

.

= 10.4)

as a possible cause for changes in Cu
pH 9 (56) .

2-

24-

Deprotonation
has been offered

binding to HST about

110

The binding process at approximately pH 9 in which
one Fe

3+

equivalent

(formed from Fe

its dependence on H C O ^

2+

) differs radically in

anion concentration from the second,

more slowly bound equivalent is in accordance with the o b 
servations at pH 9.1 for vanadyl conalbumin
where approximately one equivalent of VO
anion-independent,

B conformation.

2+

(Figure 3.12)
remains in the

The bimodal exchange

rate of carbonate anions bound to diferric conalbumin with
free anions in solution

(.55) possibly is also caused by one

anion per conalbumin being involved at an anion-dependent
binding site.
As mentioned previously no concrete explanation is
offered for the purple color and abnormal EPR spectrum
ure 3.18)
Fe

2+

(Fig

observed after the oxygenation of a solution of

ions and conalbumin in the absence of H C 0 3

sponse to the addition of HCO^

—

.

The re

ions is consistent with this

anion effecting a change in the ligand field of at least a
fraction of the bound Fe

3+

Schlabach and Bates model

as might be expected m

the

(54) of direct interaction between

the synergistic anion and the metal ion.
The sensitivity of the metal sites of conalbumin to
a variety of factors, e.g., HCO^

, Cl , CIO^

, E>2 ®' and pH,

is one of the interesting features of this protein.
the mode of action of these agents is not known

While

(see R e s u l t s ) ,

it seems likely that they reflect properties of the protein
which are important physiologically.

For example,

the chlo

ride ion concentration and pH are important parameters in
the release of iron from HST

(123).

CHAPTER IV
V ANADYL RABBIT SERUM TRANSFERRIN

Introduction
VO

2+

.

.

.

probe studies of the metal binding sites of con

albumin and HST have characterized the conformational nature
of the sites,

identified the ligand atoms,

for synergistic anions.

and defined roles

Rabbit serum transferrin

(RST)

is

similar in many respects to these p r o t e i n s (23), suggesting that
it would also form a VO
detailed study.

2+

complex which can be subjected to

Correlation of results from an ongoing X-

ray investigation

(16) of diferric RST with data from a VO

2+

study would be beneficial in understanding the structural
and spectroscopic properties of RST and, in turn, would
clarify some hypotheses resulting from the vanadyl HST
7,

8

, 9, 10, 11,

and I I I ) .

12, 13) and conalbumin studies

(5,

(Chapters II

This chapter reports a preliminary examination of

V 0 2+ ion and RST.

Experimental
Diferric rabbit serum transferrin was prepared by
Stuart Blanchard by following an
procedure

(NH^JjSO^ fractionation

(82) which was modified by chromatographing the

protein on diethylaminoethyl
exchange resin

(15).

(DEAE)

Sephadex-A-50 anion

The effuent from the DEAE column was

monitored at 279 nm and 465 nm wavelengths

111

(15), and the

112

fraction with an absorbance ratio of 23:1 at 279 nm relative
to 465 nm was lyophilized and stored at ^10°C in a desiccator
containing C a C ^

desiccant.

Blanchard labeled this sample

"Prep II, Grade A."
A salmon-pink solution of 0.1197 g of diferric RST
in 2 mL of distilled,

deionized E^O was placed in dialysis

tubing with a 12,000 molecular weight cut-off
Co., Philadelphia)

which was previously boiled for one hour

in distilled, deionized
coating.

(Arthur Thomas

to remove a protective glycerine

All dialysis reagents were pre-treated wit h di-

phenylthiocarbazone

(Experimental, Chapter II)

heavy metal impurities.

to remove

The protein was dialyzed twice in

1 L volumes of 0.1 F citric acid,

0.1 F sodium acetate, pH

4.8 for a net period of 42 hours during w hich the RST lost
its color.
distilled,

A second set of two dialyses in 1 L volumes of
deionized H 2 O for

2 1

hours was followed by d i 

alysis for a 12 hour period in 1 L of 0.1 F NaClO^ to remove
traces of citrate

(53).

A final set of four dialyses was

in 1 L volumes of distilled,

deionized

The concentration of the metal-free,

for 26 hours.

apo-RST was determined

to be 2.3 x 10 ^ M, using E-^
= 13.86 and a molecular
lcm
weight of 77,000 (15) .
The preparations of aqueous vanadyl sulfate, vanadyl
RST and vanadyl RST in N a C 1 0 4 are as previously described
in Chapters II and III for conalbumin.

Procedures for re

cording EPR spectra of RST samples are identical to those
described in Chapter II.

The spectrometric titration of

113

apo-RST with VO

2+

ion differed from that of a p o - c o n a l b u m m

in that the EPR intensities of solutions with different
VO

2+

:protein ratios were recorded on one sample

than on independently prepared samples.
purge wit h ^ ( g )

in a side-armed tube

imately 400 yL of 2.3 x 10

-4

(73) rather

Following a 30 min.

(Figure 2.1), approx-

M RST solution were injected

into an EPR flat cell which had been capped with serum
stoppers and flushed with ^ ( g ) .
10

_2

An increment of 9.7 x

F V O S O ^ , pH ^ 2, was injected into the flat cell.

The

contents of the cell were mixed by drawing the solution out
into the barrel of a ^ - p u r g e d ,

3 mL syringe with a minimum

N 2 (g) flow at the opposite end of the flat cell.

The solu

tion was returned to the flat cell and after

1 0

minutes,

the room-temperature spectrum was recorded.

The EPR spec

trometer was tuned at least twice and the signal height of
the most intense line was recorded at least twice for each
VO

2+

:RST ratio to insure reproduceability and optimum tuning

of the spectrometer.

The VO

2+

:protein ratio was then in

creased by another injection of aqueous VOSO^ and the p r o 
cedure repeated.

Results
The X-band, EPR spectrum of 2 VO
room temperature in excess HCO^
that VO
4.1).

2+

2+
1 0

ns per RST at

is anisotropic,

is bound to the slowly tumbling protein

indicating
(Figure

The peak-to-peak height of the m ost intense line in

the room-temperature spectrum at pH 9.5 was monitored as
the ratio of VO

2+

to RST increased;

the data indicates that

RST

3800 G

34 0 0 G

Figure 4.1.

Room temperature spectrum of divanadyl

rabbit serum transferrin at X-band.
0.26 m M in 26 mM NallCO^/ pH 9.5.

Protein concentration

Modulation amplitude
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nominally 2 VO

2+

ions are bound per RST

(Figure 4.2).

At

77 K the X-band spectrum of divanadyl RST indicates that
VO

2+

ions are bound in three environments,

E, F, and G

(Figure 4.3) which may correspond to conformations at the
binding sites
13).

(see Discussion in Chapter II and reference

The perpendicular region of the spectrum indicates

that the three environments have axial rather than rhombic
symmetry

(see Figures 2.8 and 3.5).

spectrum at Q-band frequency

The low temperature

(Figure 4.4) also shows E, F,

and G features which are consistent with axial symmetry.
A number of the X-band features are altered in 1.0 F NaClO^
(Figure 4.5).

The Q-band spectrum in 1.0 F NaClO^ indicates

that E, F, and G conformations are retained, but the rela
tive distribution of conformations is altered

(Figure 4.6).

The EPR spectra of vanadyl RST were not subjected to
computer analysis, but a visual comparison with the spectra
of vanadyl conalbumin and vanadyl HST suggests that the EPR
parameters are similar

(Table 2.3 and reference 11), indi

cating oxygen and possibly nitrogen are ligand atoms

(see

Discussion in Chapter I I ) .

Discussion
The preliminary investigation of VO

2+

binding to RST

indicates that a more detailed examination would be worth
while.
VO

2+

The sharp, detailed EPR spectra of specifically bound

is sensitive to perturbations,

CIO^- ions.

e.g.,

the presence of

The literature on RST suggests the following

studies for which the VO

2+

probe is well suited.
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S/G

VO/RST
Figure 4.2.

Spectrometric titration of apo-rabbit

serum transferrin with VO

2

+

by EPR.

The ratio

3
(x 10 ) of

the EPR signal height to receiver gain is plotted on y coor
dinate.

Protein concentration 0.28 mM in 26 m M NaHCO^ / pH 9.5.

77 K

3400G

Figure 4.3.

3800 G

X-band spectrum of divanadyl .rabbit serum trans

ferrin at pH 8.1 and 77 K.

Conditions as in Figure 4.1.

The

(-7/2)

line is. expanded horizontally 10-fold.

H

cfxf)
N
A

12700G

Figure 4.4.
ferrin at pH 8.1.

13100 G

Q-band spectrum of divanadyl rabbit serum trans
Conditions as in Figure 4.1.

E FG

3400G

Figure 4.5.

X-band spectrum of divanadyl rabbit serum trans

ferrin in 1.0 F NaClO^ at pH 8.0 and 77 K.
The

3800 G

Conditions as in Figure 4.1.

(-7/2)(| line is expanded horizontally 10-fold.

Lines point to

features different from those in Figure 4.3.
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s

n
12 7 0 0 G

Figure 4.6.

Q-band spectrum of divanadyl rabbit serum

transferrin in 1.0 F NaClO^ at pH 8.0.
4.1.

13,000 G

Conditions as in Figure

Spectrum above 13,000 G not recorded due to instrument

problem.
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The affinities of apo and ferric HST and RST for
DEAE cellulose

(125, 126)

formational changes,

suggest that macromolecular con

in this case a redistribution of sur

face charges, are more distinct for HST than for RST after
Fe

3+

binding.

ticulocytes

The association rate of HST for rabbit re-

(127)

tent than is RST

is more sensitive to the bound Fe

3+

co n 

(128); this is possibly another expression

of the relatively unresponsive nature of RST conformations.
Subjecting vanadyl RST to conditions which might affect its
conformation
VO

2+

(see Chapters II and III)

and monitoring the

EPR signal possibly would support these ideas.
Diferric RST penetrates the cell membrane of rabbit

reticulocytes
the cells

(129)

(130)

affect the transfer of iron from RST to

receptor sites.
77), transferrins
model systems

and only chelators which also penetrate

Since VO
(5, 7,

2+
8

binding to small chelators

, 9, 10,

11, 12,

(76,

13), and membrane

(132) has been studied, details of membrane

penetration by RST and inhibition of metal ion transfer by
membrane-permeable chelators might be revealed by using
VO

2+

as the bound metal xon.

CHAPTER V
A Q-BAND EP R STUDY OF IRON-SATURATED TRANSFERRINS

Introduction
Ferric ion bound to transferrin proteins has a charac
teristic,

low-temperature EPR spectrum at X-band frequency

(^9.2 GHz); the spectra of conalbumin
and hagfish transferrin

(133)

(Figure 3.7), RST, HST

are quite similar.

These spec

tra do not have sharply resolved features, but subtle spec
tral changes have been monitored in studies of the iron b ind
ing sites

(20, 65,

6 6

).

The lack of detail in the ferric

EPR spectra led to the use of the VO

2+

.

ion as a more sensi

tive probe for the binding sites of transferrins
II,

III, IV, and references 5, 7,

However,
(^35 GHz)

8

(Chapters

, 9, 10,

at high protein concentration

11, 12, 13).
_3
(>10
M) the Q-band

EPR spectrum of ferric -HST is quite detailed

(134),

suggesting that this method be used to compare the binding
sites of various ferric transferrins.
5
The spin Hamiltonian for high spin, d , ferric ion
contains terms for the Zeeman energy and for zero field split
ting which arises from axial and rhombic distortions of the
iron ligand field from spherical symmetry
spherical ligand field environment,Fe
spin states

3+

(135).

In a

has six degenerate

(Figure 5.1), but axial or rhombic perturbations

of the ligand field remove some degeneracy, producing three
pairs of degenerate spin states
122

(mg = ±1/2,

±3/2,

±5/2)

known
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5/2
RON(

3/2
±5/2
±3/2

1/2

12

-3/2
ZERO

Figure 5.1.

Iron(III)

>-5/2

energy level diagram.

fold degeneracy removed by zero field.

Six

Positions of spin

states differ at X-band relative to Q-band frequency,
affecting observed transitions.

The g = 4.3 transition

at X-band is between +3/2 and -3/2 states.
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as Kramers' doublets.

The degeneracies of this zero-field

state are removed by application of an external magnetic
field.

EPR transitions observed at X-band frequency cor

respond to those spin states separated by an energy differ
ence of ^9.2 GHz; the se.lection rule for allowed transi
tions in a strong magnetic field, m g = ± 1 , is not always
obeyed.

The characteristic X-band signal at g ^ 4.3, re

ferred to above for iron transferrins,
between the -3/2 and +3/2 spin states

is the transition
(133).

At Q-band

frequency different transitions fulfill the resonance re
quirements and are observed.

Assignments of the lines in

the detailed Q-band spectra to specific transitions will
allow estimation of the zero-field splittings w hich are related to the symmetry and bonding character of the Fe

34-

binding sites.

Experimental
Concentrated solutions o f .iron-saturated conalbumin
and HST were prepared by dissolving ^0.05 g of white,
philized apoconalbumin
apo-HST

(Chapter II)

(Behring Diagnostic Co.)

and white,

lyo-

lyophilized

in ^150yL of 0.90 F NaHCO^,

pH 9.4 and adding *45 yL of 2 x 10 ~

2

F Fe(III) (NTA) 2 .

The

solutions were allowed to equilibrate for 90 minutes prior
to recording the EPR spectra.

Only 80% of the iron binding

capacities of these proteins were utilized, minimizing the
possibility of non-protein-bound Fe

3+

contributing to the

EPR spectra.
A concentrated solution of diferric RST was prepared
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by dissolving ^0.05 g of pink,
(Chapter IV)

lyophilized diferric RST

in ^150 yL of 0.90 F NaHCC>3 , pH 9.4.

A protein fragment

(^43,000 molecular weight)

of HST

containing the C-terminal half of the polypeptide chain was
prepared in the laboratory of John Williams by enzymatically
degrading monoferric HST which contained Fe
nal binding site.
conalbumin

3+

in the C-termi-

Such procedures have been reported for

(21, 31).

The fragment,

(HST)C , was in the iron-

saturated form; a 25 m g sample of the pale, pink,
ized solid was available for study.

lyophil

A concentrated solution

of Fe-(HST)C was prepared by dissolving a maximum amount of
lyophilized protein in ^7 yL of 0.90 F NaHCO^, pH 9.4.
A vessel for quantitatively mixing small amounts of
lyophilized protein and buffer was prepared by forming a
small indentation in the bottom of a heat-softened test tube
with a pointed carbon rod.

The solution was mixed within

the indentation, extracted into a disposable pipet with a
thin, drawn out tip, and transferred to a Q-band capillary
tube.

The equipment and techniques used in EPR spectros

copy at Q-band frequency are as described in Chapter II.
The procedure of Price and Gibson
remove iron from Fe

3+

(53) was used to

-(HST)C with the modification that the

protein was dialyzed in an ultrafiltration cell.
tion of 0.014 g of Fe ^ +- ( H S T ) (3 in
tate,
hours.

6

A solu

m l of 0.1 F sodium ace

0.1 F citric acid, pH 4.9 was equilibrated for 22
The citrate,

acetate and ferric citrate complex

were separated from the iron-free

(HST)^ by a series of
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dilutions and concentrations with 5 x 10

-3

F NaHCOg, pH 9.3,

in a 3 m L Amicon ultrafiltration cell fitted with a PM-10
membrane
of Ng(g).

(molecular weight cut-off ^ 10,000)

under 40 psi

The initial volume reduction from 3 mL to ^0.5 mL

required 80 minutes, but the time period was reduced to 18
minutes by the fourth volume reduction.

The absorbance at

280 nm indicated that virtually none of the
tained in the ultrafiltration cell.

(HST)^ was re

It was later reported

that trace amounts of peptidase enzymes,

used in preparing

Fe— (HST)£, were present in the lyophilized sample and these
enzymes further degraded the fragment after the Fe

3+

had

been removed by the citrate.

Results
A comparison of the Q-band spectrum of 80% saturated
ferric conalbumin
(Figure 5.3)

(Figure 5.2) with that of diferric RST

demonstrates that the binding sites of each

transferrin are unique relative to the other transferrins.
Detailed features are especially noticeable in the g == 9,
g - 4, and g = 2 regions of the EPR spectra.
The X-band spectra of Feg-HST and Fe-(HST)(g are com
pared in Figure 5.4.

The similarity between these spectra

sharply contrasts with differences at Q-band between the
spectra of F e 2_HST

(Figure 5.5)

and Fe(HST)c

(Figure 5.6).

The six sharp features at g = 2 in the FefHST)^ spectrum are
spaced 80-90 gauss apart, possibly being caused by a ma n g a n 
ese impurity.

CA

3000 G

Figure 5.2.

7000G

11,0 0 0 G

Q-band spectrum of concentrated diferric conalbumin at pH 9.4.

Protein concentration ^4 m M in 0.90 F NaHCO-j.

Modulation amplitude 6.3 G at 100 kHz.

RST

3000 G

Figure 5.3.
at pH 9.4.

7000 G

11,000 G

Q-band spectrum of concentrated diferric rabbit serum transferrin

Protein concentration ^4 m M in 0.90 F NaHCO^.

Conditions as in Figure 5.2.

H1
NJ

HST

1100G

Figure 5.4.

1400G

X-band spectra of diferric human serum transferrin and ferric C-terminal
HST concentration 0.43 m M and

(HST) c ^5 m M in 0.90 F NaHCO-j.

Q-band tube from Figure 5.6 containing Fe(HST)c was placed within X-band tube.
as in Figure 5.2.

Conditions
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fragment at pH 9.4 and 77 K.

HST

3000 G

Figure 5.5.
at pH 9.4.

7000G

11,00 OG

Q-band spectrum of concentrated diferric human serum transferrin

Protein concentration M

m M in 0.90 F NaHCO^.

Conditions as in Figure 5.2.

(HST)

3000 G

Figure 5.6.
9.4.

7000 G

11,000 G

Q-band spectrum of concentrated ferric C-terminal fragment at pH

Protein concentration ^5 m M in 0.90 F N a H C O ^ .

Conditions as in Figure 5.2.
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A computer summation of X-band, EPR spectra of Fe

3+

bound in the N-terminal and C-terminal fragments of conalbumin is equivalent to the spectrum of diferric conalbumin
(6

6

), and the computer summation of the X-band spectra of

Fe^+ bound to the "inner" and "outer" sites of HST
equivalent to the spectrum of diferric HST.

(20)

is

However, the

features in the Q-band spectrum of Fe-(HST)^ are not readily
identified in the spectrum of F e 2 ~HST.

Possibly the conforma

tion of the C-terminal binding site is different from its
conformation in the native protein.
the conalbumin fragments

(6

6

The X-band spectra of

) may not be sensitive enough to

detect such a situation.

Discussion
This study demonstrates the potential of EPR spectros
copy at Q-band frequency for studying the native binding
sites of Fe

3+

ion m

biological molecules;

the major dra w 

back is the requirement of a concentrated sample.
Detailed analyses of the Q-band spectra have proved
challenging.

The assignment of transitions between spin

states to the spectral features and the estimation of zerofield splittings has not been completed at this time.
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